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SINGAPORE POLYTECHNIC
Our Graduates. Our Pride.
About SP

The Singapore Polytechnic was first established on 27 October 1954, with the passing of the Singapore Polytechnic Act. It was the first polytechnic to be set up in the country. Its main campus at Dover Road occupies a 38-hectare site.

The Polytechnic’s mission is to be a future-ready institution that prepares our learners to be life ready, work ready and world ready.

Graduate Output

A total of 5,412 graduands will receive their diplomas, advanced diplomas, specialist diplomas and certificates at the Graduation Ceremony 2024.

Of this total, 3,814 were from the full-time and 1,598 were from the part-time courses.

With this year’s batch of graduates, the Polytechnic would have produced more than 235,000 graduates.
## Graduation Ceremony 2024
### List of Graduation Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Session</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>No. of Graduands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday 2 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Media, Arts &amp; Design</td>
<td>315 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 1)</td>
<td>Diploma in Digital Animation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday 2 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Experience &amp; Communication Design</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>Diploma in Game Design &amp; Development</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 2)</td>
<td>Diploma in Media, Arts &amp; Design</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday 2 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Media &amp; Communication</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm</td>
<td>Diploma in Music &amp; Audio Technology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 3)</td>
<td>Diploma in Accountancy</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Banking &amp; Finance</td>
<td>125 323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday 3 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Business Administration</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>Diploma in Human Resource Management With Psychology</td>
<td>137 321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 4)</td>
<td>Diploma in Architecture</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Civil Engineering</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Civil Engineering With Business</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Landscape Architecture</td>
<td>38 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday 3 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Facilities Management</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00pm</td>
<td>Diploma in Integrated Events &amp; Project Management</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 5)</td>
<td>Diploma in Interior Design</td>
<td>53 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday 3 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Marine Engineering</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30pm</td>
<td>Diploma in Maritime Business</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 6)</td>
<td>Diploma in Nautical Studies</td>
<td>32 252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 6 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Applied Chemistry</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>Diploma in Biomedical Science</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 7)</td>
<td>Diploma in Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>104 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 6 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Food Science &amp; Technology</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td>Diploma in Optometry</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 8)</td>
<td>Diploma in Perfumery &amp; Cosmetic Science</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday 6 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Applied AI &amp; Analytics</td>
<td>112 297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm</td>
<td>Diploma in Business Information Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Session 9)</td>
<td>Diploma in Infocomm Security Management</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Information Technology</td>
<td>174 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday 7 May 2024</td>
<td>Diploma in Electrical &amp; Electronic Engineering</td>
<td>279 279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date/Session</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>No. of Graduands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Tuesday 7 May 2024 1:00pm   | Diploma in Computer Engineering  
Diploma in Engineering With Business                                                                                                                                                    | 252  98  350     |
| (Session 11)                |                                                                                                                                                                                                        |                  |
| Tuesday 7 May 2024 4:30pm   | Diploma in Aerospace Electronics  
Diploma in Aeronautical Engineering                                                                                                                                                    | 106  199  305    |
| (Session 12)                |                                                                                                                                                                                                        |                  |
| Wednesday 8 May 2024 9:30am | Diploma in Mechanical Engineering  
Diploma in Mechatronics & Robotics                                                                                                                                                    | 233  98  331     |
| (Session 13)                |                                                                                                                                                                                                        |                  |
| Wednesday 8 May 2024 1:00pm | Diploma in Applied Science (Industrial Chemistry & Life Sciences)  
Diploma in Engineering (Advanced Manufacturing)  
Diploma in Engineering (Computer Network & Systems)  
Diploma in Engineering (Control & Automation)  
Diploma in Engineering (Electrical – Rapid Transit Technology)  
Diploma in Engineering (Mechanical – Rapid Transit Technology)  
Diploma in Engineering (Mechanical Technology)  
Diploma in Engineering (Power Engineering)  
Diploma in Engineering (Rapid Transit Technology)  
Diploma in Infocomm & Digital Media (Cyber Security)  
Advanced Diploma in Applied Food Science  
Advanced Diploma in Building Automation & Services  
Advanced Diploma in Chemical Engineering  
Advanced Diploma in Power System Engineering  
Advanced Diploma in Process Control & Instrumentation  
Advanced Diploma in Specialty Chemicals  
Specialist Diploma in Air-Conditioning & Energy Sustainability  
Specialist Diploma in Cloud Computing (Architecture)  
Specialist Diploma in Cosmetic Science  
Specialist Diploma in Cyber Security  
Specialist Diploma in Cyber Security Management  
Specialist Diploma in Data Protection & AI Governance  
Specialist Diploma in Data Science (Artificial Intelligence)  
Specialist Diploma in Data Science (Data Analytics)  
Specialist Diploma in Data Science (Predictive Analytics)  
Specialist Diploma in Data Science (Vision & Language Analytics)  
Specialist Diploma in Energy Efficiency & Management  
Specialist Diploma in Full Stack Web Development  
Specialist Diploma in Microbiology  
Specialist Diploma in Nutrition & Exercise Science  
Specialist Diploma in Operational Technology Cybersecurity (Industrial Control Systems)  
Specialist Diploma in Power System Planning, Operation & Protection  
Specialist Diploma in Robotics & Automation (Advanced Robotics Application)  
Specialist Diploma in Robotics & Automation (Smart Intelligence)  
Diploma (Conversion) in Computer Networking  
Diploma (Conversion) in Web & Programming                                                                                                                                                    | 7  19  50  21  6  59  75  20  32  18  1  1  6  15  19  41  5  30  27  94  30  27  9  21  15  23  934 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Session</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>No. of Graduands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday 8 May 2024 4:30pm (Session 15)</td>
<td>Diploma in Border &amp; Security Management</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Business Practice (Accounting)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Business Practice (Business Management)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Business Practice (Human Capital)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Design (Interior Design)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Design (Visual Communication)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Quantity Surveying (Measurement &amp; Contract Administration)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Applied Drama &amp; Psychology</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Building Information Modelling Management</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Coaching, Guidance &amp; Facilitation Skills</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Digital Content Marketing</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Digital Marketing &amp; Analytics</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Enhanced Human Resource Skills</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Immersive Simulation (AR/VR)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Maritime Superintendency</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Motion Graphics Design</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Port Management &amp; Operations</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Professional Accounting &amp; Technology</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Technology, Innovation &amp; Analytics For Financial Sector Professionals</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in User Experience &amp; Digital Product Design</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist Diploma in Workplace &amp; Career Counselling</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma (Conversion) in Digital Marketing &amp; Communication</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma (Conversion) in Maritime Business Management</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma (Conversion) in Supply Chain Management &amp; Innovation</td>
<td>26, 664</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Graduate Output (2023/2024)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FULL-TIME DIPLOMA IN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountancy</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeronautical Engineering</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace Electronics</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied AI &amp; Analytics</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Chemistry</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking &amp; Finance</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Science</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Information Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Engineering with Business</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Animation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical &amp; Electronic Engineering</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering with Business</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience &amp; Communication Design</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities Management</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Science &amp; Technology</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Design &amp; Development</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resource Management with Psychology</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infocomm Security Management</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Events &amp; Project Management</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Design</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape Architecture</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Engineering</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime Business</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechatronics &amp; Robotics</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media &amp; Communication</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media, Arts &amp; Design</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music &amp; Audio Technology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nautical Studies</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optometry</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfumery &amp; Cosmetic Science</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,814</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### PART-TIME DIPLOMA IN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied Science (Industrial Chemistry &amp; Life Sciences)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border &amp; Security Management</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Practice (Accounting)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Practice (Business Management)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Practice (Human Capital)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design (Interior Design)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design (Visual Communication)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Advanced Manufacturing)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Computer Network &amp; Systems)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Control &amp; Automation)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Electrical – Rapid Transit Technology)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Mechanical – Rapid Transit Technology)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Mechanical Technology)</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Power Engineering)</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering (Rapid Transit Technology)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infocomm &amp; Digital Media (Cyber Security)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity Surveying (Measurement &amp; Contract Administration)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied Food Science</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Automation &amp; Services</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power System Engineering</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Control &amp; Instrumentation</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty Chemicals</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air-Conditioning &amp; Energy Sustainability</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Drama &amp; Psychology</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Information Modelling Management</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Computing (Architecture)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaching, Guidance &amp; Facilitation Skills</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetic Science</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Security Management</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Security</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Protection &amp; AI Governance</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science (Artificial Intelligence)</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science (Data Analytics)</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science (Predictive Analytics)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science (Vision &amp; Language Analytics)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Content Marketing</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Marketing &amp; Analytics</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency &amp; Management</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Human Resource Skills</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Stack Web Development</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersive Simulation (AR/VR)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime Superintendency</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiology</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Graphics Design</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition &amp; Exercise Science</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Technology Cybersecurity (Industrial Control Systems)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Management &amp; Operations</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power System Planning, Operation &amp; Protection</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Accounting &amp; Technology</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics &amp; Automation (Advanced Robotics Application)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics &amp; Automation (Smart Intelligence)</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology, Innovation &amp; Analytics For Financial Sector Professionals</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Experience &amp; Digital Product Design</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace &amp; Career Counselling</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIPLOMA (CONVERSION) IN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Networking</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Marketing &amp; Communication</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime Business Management</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain Management &amp; Innovation</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web &amp; Programming</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>1,598</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Graduation Ceremony 2024

SESSION 1
Order of Proceedings
Thursday, 2 May 2024, 9:30 am

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Assembly, please rise

NATIONAL ANTHEM

OPENING OF SESSION
Master of Ceremonies

OPENING ADDRESS
Principal & CEO
Mr Soh Wai Wah

GRADUATION ADDRESS
Guest Speaker
Mr Hong Khai Seng
Founder & Director
Studio Dojo Pte Ltd

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Senior Director, Business &
The Creatives and Director,
Media, Arts and Design

PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS
Member, Board of Governors /
Guest Speaker

PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS
Guest Speaker

VALEDICTORY SPEECH
Graduate Speaker

ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY
Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall.
SESSION 1
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF MEDIA, ARTS AND DESIGN

DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN WITH MERIT

AFIQAH BINTE NAZARUDIN
ARSHAN MOIN
AW THONG WEE
CASTILLO FRANCES PATRICIA BARIL
CHARLENE CHAN
CHEAM CHUNG EN
CHUA AI NING
CLAIRE KAITLYN CHAN YING HUI
DAWN TAN YING TING
EARL JOHN AMIEL DEL ROSARIO CASTILLO
HAYLEY KEOLA CHEAH EN
HO XIN YAN
HWANG XIN YAN AMANDA
IFFA NABILAH BINTE KAMAL TAUFIQ
JANEA MARIAE GAMOROT ALBARRACIN
LEONG EN QI HANNAH
LIM XIN CI
LIM XIN TONG ASHLEY
LINUS SOON KANG ZHAO
NG KHENG HOON
RAJA PUTRI FLORA AMANI BINTE RAJA HAMDAN
RUTH YONG JING JING
STEVANIA EVANGELINE NUGRAHA
SUEN WAI KIT
SUU NAYCHE SHEIN
TAN SHI TING
TAN SIN CHUAN
TEO WENXUAN NICOLE
TY NEO YI-XIN

DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN

ABDULLAH ZUHAYR BIN NUR AZLI
ABUEL IVAN JERIEL ANCHETA
AINA IZZATI BOHARI
AISHAH BINTE MOHAMAD KUSNAN
ALVIN NG HONG KANG
ALYSSA YANG HUIWEN
AMANDA LEE XINJIE
AMBER YEAP HUI EN
AMIRAH NUR’IFFAH BINTE SHARUNNIZAM
ANANTHAPRIYA MATHIVANAN
ANDRE LEE YANG KAI
ANG JUN YANG
ANGELINE YU KAI XIN
ARICCA KUAH YING XUAN
ARIEL KWA JIE YUN
ARUMI BOON YING KIT
ASWINI SENTHIL KUMAR
AUBDHOOOLL HAKHEEM BIN MUHAMMAD SHAFFEE
AW YANG JIE YING
BEHRAH TANG MING XIAN
BRYAN LEONG ZEE YOKE
BRYAN TENG WEIXIANG
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN

NG KHENG HOON  TAN KAY YONG GOLD MEDAL
               MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN SCHOOL PRIZE

EARL JOHN AMIEL DEL ROSARIO  IMDA GOLD MEDAL
CASTILLO               DIGIPEN SPECIALISATION PRIZE

SUEN WAI KIT  MEDIACORP SILVER MEDAL

AFIQAH BINTE NAZARUDIN  KINGSMEN CREATIVES LTD SPECIALISATION PRIZE

BRYANT TAN RUI HAO  GRYD SPECIALISATION PRIZE

CHARLENE CHAN  MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN SCHOOL SPECIALISATION PRIZE

LIM XIN CI  DIGIPEN SPECIALISATION PRIZE

TAN SIN CHUAN  SATS SPECIALISATION PRIZE

ARSHAN MOIN  DIGIPEN PRIZE

HAYLEY KEOLA CHEAH EN  MEDIACORP PRIZE

HWANG XIN YAN AMANDA  ODYSSEY CONCEPT PRIZE

LEONG EN QI HANNAH  MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN SCHOOL PRIZE

TAN SHI TING  BANDAI NAMCO STUDIOS SINGAPORE PRIZE

TEO WENXUAN NICOLE  BEACH HOUSE PICTURE PRIZE

TY NEO YI-XIN  MEDIACORP PRIZE
## Graduation Ceremony 2024

**SESSION 2**  
Order of Proceedings  
Thursday, 2 May 2024, 1:00 pm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC PROCESSION</td>
<td>Assembly, please rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ANTHEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING OF SESSION</td>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| OPENING ADDRESS                          | Principal & CEO  
Mr Soh Wai Wah                                                              |
| GRADUATION ADDRESS                       | Guest Speaker  
Mr Marcus Lam  
Executive Chairman  
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP                |
| PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS                 | Senior Director, Business & The Creatives  
and Director, Media, Arts and Design  
Deputy Senior Director, Business &  
The Creatives and Director, Business |
| PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS             | Member, Board of Governors /  
Guest Speaker                                                              |
| PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS            | Guest Speaker                                                          |
| VALEDICTORY SPEECH                       | Graduate Speaker                                                       |
| ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY                  | Master of Ceremonies  
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall. |
SESSION 2
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF MEDIA, ARTS AND DESIGN

DIPLOMA IN DIGITAL ANIMATION
ARIANNI BINTE IBRAHIM
HU ZEBANG
YU KE YING
ZHANG XINYUE

DIPLOMA IN EXPERIENCE & COMMUNICATION DESIGN
MADELINE CHIA KAI TING
SARAH ANG JUN LENG

DIPLOMA IN GAME DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
PHUA JIAN WEN

DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN WITH MERIT
AHMAD MUSODDAQ BIN AHMAD MAZHAR
CHEE YENG YEE RACHAEL
CHERBELL TOCK KAI SHAN
GOH JUN-WEI JUSTIN
IAN LEE QI YUAN
JOHANA VICTORIA OREJOLA BITBIT
MEREDITH GOH YUN XUAN
MOK YEE YI
VICTORIA DEBORAH LEE QIAN WEI

DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN
AMBER DOMINGO THOMAS
AMELIE JADE TOH
ASHLEY KHAN KIT
CHENG YU XUAN
CHIANG GHIM BOON
CHIN QIAN TONG SAMANTHA
CHLOE CHAN MIN XUAN
CHLOE GISELLE CHOO
CHONG WEN LYN
CHUA GRECO JAMES LOPEZ
CHUA XIN TONG
CHUNG CAYLA
ERIN BLUAE GACURAY PANG
ERNEST SOH
FABIAN DEVANDRI
FAITHE WONG YAN LIN
FLORENCE DORA JEREMIAH
GATCHALIAN JANMEI LAPIDARIO
GAVIN CHUA JUN XI
GOH JING FENG
HUM JING-REI MIKAYLA
JANELLE TAN SZE TING
JERALD TEO ZI HANG
JORDAN ASHLEY AUGUSTIN
KENNETH CHOO JUN JIE
KHOO XIN HUI CELINE
KOH JIE MIN
KOH WEI TONG
LAURA CHOW WEN JUN
LEE JIAJIN SHANNEN
LEO XI NING
LEONG YUXUAN
LOH WEI HAO DUANE
LOW KYLIE
MAY MYAT NOE KYAW
NATASHA ABIGAIL HENDRATA
NUR IFFAH QAMILA BİNTE MOHAMMAD AZMI
NURUL EMELDA BİNTE NORHERMAN
PHAY BEE KEE MABEL
QISTINA AISYAH BİNTE MUHAMMAD L'FIE
RINNY CHIA WEI YING
SHARAD S/O K RAMACHANDRAN
SHEAN BIN SHAHRIN BULIGIS
SHIVETHA R SELYAM
SIAH XIU YAN
SING HONG ELISHA
SYLVIA YEO XIN YI
TAN JIEKANG KENZ
TAN KAI XIN JOY
THALIA NG
VIDYASRI BALASUBRAMANIAM
WONG SI WEN KERYN
YAP ZONG MING
ZAFIRAH BİNTE ZULFIKAR

DIPLOMA IN MEDIA & COMMUNICATION
SEAH WANG WEN

DIPLOMA IN MUSIC & AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
JARRETT SEAH YU CHENG
LIN YI
ZАVERIA TAN

DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTANCY WITH MERIT
ALICIA WONG LING SZE
CAI ZHI YUAN
CHEN YANTING
CRYSTAL LIM HUI JING
GAN KE YING CARLYN
JERRINE SIN HUI YAN
LIAN HAI TONG
MOK HUI WEN
ONG XIANG YU
ROSALIA PUTRI THARAK HUSSIN
SIM WEN HUI
TING ZE SI ADRIANA

DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTANCY
AISHWARYA MUTHU MALAYANDI
ALCANTARA JILLIAN CHLOE PEREGRINO
ALEXANDER PAUL CHUA ZHENG QIAN
NG YU JIE
NIKO TAN JUN HONG
NING SZE NYA CELIA
NUR ADRIANA ADAWIYAH BINTE SYED ZAYID MUHAMMAD
NUR ADRIANA BINTE ISMAIL
NURSHAMIRAH BINTE NORSHAIDI
NURUL AMIRA BINTE MOHD HISAM
ONG SHI TING
OON SHI EN
PIENPITAK WANWISA
RAPHAEL MARIANO RAVI
RASHYQAH BINTE ANOOR
REENA KHOO LI XUAN
RENATA CHEONG YING XUAN
RIFKHA AMARIA BINTE RADON
SAMANTHA KOH ERN LENG
SEE YINGHUI
SHAMUS LIM KA HEEW
SHI XIN YI
SITI 'AISYAH BINTI ABDUL RAHMAN
SITI NUR NAJIHAH BINTI MOHAMED SANI
SIVAKUMAR SUSITHAA
SOH ZHI CHUEN
SUN KANGNING
SUSHMA DAYA RAM SINGH
TAN HENG XU
TAN MEGAN
TAN TECK KHAI
TAN YI XI SHAYNA
TAY QI XUAN
TAY ZHAO XI
TEE JIA XUAN
TEE YANG HAN
TENG HAN YING CARISSA
TENGKU SITI AARYANTI BINTE TENGKU HAMDAN
Tiffany WONG SHU EN
TSUI CHI CHWIN
VAL CHUA XIN EN
WANG RUI JIA
WEE XIN LIN
WONG EASON
WONG JIE ROU
WONG KYE LYN
WONG QI RU
WONG YEW WAI PAUL
YANG YUXIN

Diploma in Banking & Finance with Merit

ANGEL TAY
CHANG KAI WEN ALVIN
CHUA QI YUN
CHUA SHU RONG
DYLAN LEE KAI WEN
EDISON KHOO YISHENG
HO XIN YI
JANICE BOEY YUEN NENG
LEE ZHI XUAN
MARKUS NG SWEE YAW
OW HEE WEE XIN ANTHIA MARIE
TAN JAYON
TAN JIA XIN SHERLYN
DIPLOMA IN BANKING & FINANCE

ALICIA TEO XUE WERN
ANG JUN WEN AVIER
ANG ZI YANG
ANGELINA WONG LIN LIN
ASFAR NIHAR BINTE JAHIR HUSSAIN
AW ZE KAI
BRANDON NG JIA JIE
BRYAN LAW
CHAN CHIA SENG
CHANG XIANG JUN
CHANTILLE TAM JIA EN
CHAW SU SU THWE
CHEONG RUI NIAN
CHEW ZHIDE MARTIN
CHIA FENG JUN
CHIN ROU QI ASHLEY
CHONG JUN MING
CHUA LOK XUAN BENICE
CHUA YAN LING
CLEMENT KWAN JING HAO
DARREN WOON HUI YANG
DERRICK CHEAH WEN XUAN
DONOVAN CHEN YANQUAN
ELLIE JOSEPHA LIM SHI ERN
ETHAN OH
FAN YUEJIA
FAN ZHOU
FONG WAN XUAN RACHEL
GABRIEL VICTOR GOH
GUO CHENYAN
GWEI QI XUAN GIGI
HAFIDZ BIN ABDUL RAHIM
HAZEL EIN
IAN CORNELIUS LIMAN
ISYRAF KHAN SURATTEE BIN NASIR KAHN SURATTEE
JACQUELINE TOH JIA YING
JASMINE SNG HUI MIN
JOEL TOH YEW ANN
JOLIN OH KAI TING
JOSHUA ANG TENG SENG
JOSHUA ISAAC YEO
KESSIN TANIA
KHOO WANWEN CHARMMAINE
KHOO WEN HAO
KOH JUEY EN JOASH
KOH SEAK HONG
KOH YI NING
KUAN SHU YI CHLOE
KWEK JING NING
KWONG WEI BIN
LIM FANG JIE WAYNE
LIM HONG MING RYDEN
LIM ZHENG YU DECLAN
LIM ZI JIAN ELDON
LOUIS LIM XIN HONG
LOW MEI HUI
LUCAS LIM KAI GEE
LUKE PATRICK CHAN
MAH HAN SHENG SHERMAN
MARCUS YEO JIA YE
MAURICE TAN YIP KAI
AWARD WINNERS

**DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN**

- MOK YEE YI: TAY ENG SOON GOLD MEDAL, TBWA\ SPECIALISATION PRIZE
- IAN LEE QI YUAN: TITAN DIGITAL MEDIA PRIZE

**DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTANCY**

- ALICIA WONG LING SZE: INSTITUTE OF SINGAPORE CHARtered ACCOUNTANTS GOLD MEDAL
- LIAN HAI TONG: INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES SILVER MEDAL
- GAN KE YING CARLYN: DELOITTE PRIZE
- JERRINE SIN HUI YAN: ERNST AND YOUNG PRIZE
- MOK HUI WEN: KPMG PRIZE
- ONG XIANG YU: PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS PRIZE

**DIPLOMA IN BANKING & FINANCE**

- EDISON KHOO YISHENG: SINGAPORE EXCHANGE GOLD MEDAL
- JANICE BOEY YUEN NENG: POSB SILVER MEDAL
- CHUA SHU RONG: GIC SINGAPORE PRIZE
- HO XIN YI: SINGAPORE FINTECH ASSOCIATION PRIZE
- MARKUS NG SWEE YAW: MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE PRIZE
- TAN JIA XIN SHERLYN: UNITED OVERSEAS BANK PRIZE
Graduation Ceremony 2024

SESSION 3
Order of Proceedings
Thursday, 2 May 2024, 4:30 pm

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Assembly, please rise

NATIONAL ANTHEM

OPENING OF SESSION
Master of Ceremonies

OPENING ADDRESS
Principal & CEO
Mr Soh Wai Wah

GRADUATION ADDRESS
Guest Speaker
Ms Lynn Hong
Head, People
McDonald’s Singapore

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Deputy Senior Director, Business &
The Creatives and Director,
Business

PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS
Member, Board of Governors /
Guest Speaker

PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS
Guest Speaker

VALEDICTORY SPEECH
Graduate Speaker

ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY
Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall.
SESSION 3
GRADUANDS
SP BUSINESS SCHOOL

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION WITH MERIT

CHAN SHI HUI MIKKI
CHAN WI QI
CHARLENE NG SHI YUN
CHEN QI
CHOONG JIA YU
FOO YONG REN BRIEN
IAN DOUGLAS WRIGHT
JACELYN
LAP JING YI
LEE BOON SIEW
LIM KAR ZUN DANIEL
LIM XINYI CLARICE
Mervin Yeo Zhen Yuan
NG XIN YEE
REINE HO XUAN HUI
SIM EN XI NICOLE
TIOONG MING XUAN CARL
TYANNE TEO NING XIN

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

'ALI BIN MUHAMAD
ALICIA AW YOKE PING
ALYSSA MOHAMAD RIDZAL
ANG HUI TING
ANJANA RAJENDRAN
ANSH PARIKSHIT SHARMA
ARTHUR ASHLEY WONG KAIBO
ASHLYNE TAN JIE XIN
AW SIAN YI
CALVIN WOO SOON KEAT
CHAI HUI TONG SHERIYL
CHAN JIE-EN HOBBES
CHAN LE XUAN SARAH
CHARLENE CHEW LI HWEE
CHARMAINE LAM SHYUAN LING
CHEN WAN ROU SAMANTHA
CHERYL LIM
CHEUK KING HANG
chia jia yi
CHIA ZHENG XIANG
CHLOE CHAN JING WEN
CHLOE LEOH TENG NENG
CHNG SIN HUI VANESSA
CHOO YU YIN PHYLICIA
CHUA MIN
CHUA XIN TONG
CINDY LAN XIN NI
DAMIEN CHUA ZENG RU
DAPHNE TEO JIA XUAN
DING CHENG EN DAPHANIE
EFFA ERYANA BINTE ERUWAN
ERNALI NIA FRIEDERIKE
ESHRAF AHMED NIHAL
YAU KING FAI ETHAN
YEONG DEBORAH
YEONG XIN YUN CHERYL
YONG SUM YEE
ZAHIRAH POA HUI SHAN
ZHANG JIARU
ZHANG YUCHUAN

DIPLOMA IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT WITH PSYCHOLOGY WITH MERIT

ANDAL SAMANTHA EVONNE MERCADO
ELMER HAY YONG RUI
GOH MIN XUAN EBELLE
HONG ZI XUAN
KWEK RUI HUA
LIM JIA EE CHERYL
LLOYD TAN
MITCHELL NG WEN HONG
SAMUEL HO SHENG KIN
SEAH WAN YI
SHREE NETHY DURAI KARIKALAN
TAN ZHU YIN
TEO YU YING
VICTORIA CHENG I-YENN

DIPLOMA IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT WITH PSYCHOLOGY

ACHELLE SIM
AKIE NURNADA NAKAMURA
ALCANTARA RAYME CHELSEA PEREGRINO
AMELYN TOH SU YI
ANAMIKA PRASANTH LIM MEI QI
ANG WEI XUN JARRETT
ANIS SABRINA BINTO MOHAMAD ZURAIMI
AUDREY CHEAH KAI LI
AVIV YEO JIA YI
BANI UMAR FARUQ BIN BANI MOHAMAD ALI
BRYAN WONG JING HAO
CALISTA TAN WEI LING
CARITATIVO FIONA ALJEANE CUYA
CHAN QING KAI
CHAN WAN WEN
CHAVES BENECIA MARY
CHENG JIA WEN
CHEO HUI TING VERA
CHEONG KAI
CHERRY NG KAH PING
CHEYENNE NG PEI NING
CHLOE CHIAM YAXUAN
CHOO JIE ER CRYSTAL
CHUA WAN XIN
CLARISSE TOH
CRYSTAL LOW
CUAJOTOR JAN VENCH CUIZON
DARRYL KOH SHAO HONG
DEBORAH CHEE
DEIVANAI D/O RATHA
DEVLEN TAN YU JIE
EILEEN NG
EILEEN ONG
ELIZA KAISAH ALIF-WONG
ESTEE TAN LI XUAN
AWARD WINNERS

**DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

- CHAN SHI HUI MIKKI: LOW GUAN ONN GOLD MEDAL, MAPLETREE GOLD MEDAL
- SIM EN XI NICOLE: EXPEDITORS SINGAPORE SILVER MEDAL
- CHEN QI: MAPLETREE PRIZE
- CHOONG JIA YU: SINGAPORE LOGISTICS ASSOCIATION PRIZE
- JACELYN: MAPLETREE PRIZE
- LIM XINYI CLARICE: GIC SINGAPORE PRIZE
- MERVIN YEO ZHEN YUAN: MAPLETREE PRIZE
- NG XIN YEE: WATSONS SINGAPORE PRIZE
- TYANNE TEO NING XIN: MEDIACORP SINGAPORE PRIZE

**DIPLOMA IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT WITH PSYCHOLOGY**

- LLOYD TAN: TAFEP GOLD MEDAL
- MITCHELL NG WEN HONG: PERSOLKELLY SILVER MEDAL
- GOH MIN XUAN EBELE: PERSOLKELLY PRIZE
- LIM JIA EE CHERYL: PERSOLKELLY PRIZE
- SEAH WAN YI: GIC SINGAPORE PRIZE
- TEO YU YING: MAPLETREE PRIZE
- VICTORIA CHENG I-YENN: EBB & FLOW GROUP PRIZE
Graduation Ceremony 2024

SESSION 4
Order of Proceedings
Friday, 3 May 2024, 9:30 am

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Assembly, please rise

NATIONAL ANTHEM

OPENING OF SESSION
Master of Ceremonies

OPENING ADDRESS
Principal & CEO
Mr Soh Wai Wah

GRADUATION ADDRESS
Guest Speaker
Ar. Tan Cheng Siong
Chairman of Archurban Group and
Principal of Archurban Architects
Planners Pte Ltd

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Senior Director, Built Environment
& Maritime and Director,
Architecture & The Built Environment

PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS
Member, Board of Governors /
Guest Speaker

PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS
Guest Speaker

VALEDICTORY SPEECH
Graduate Speaker

ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY
Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall.
SESSION 4
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

DIPLOMA IN ARCHITECTURE WITH MERIT

CALLISTA TONG HUI EN
CHEAH WENG YAN ANNE
DREA LAI JIE NING
GOH RAE ERN ASHLEY
LOW YI JUN
MYAT SU HNIN PAN
TEA LILA
TOH KAI LIN
VICTOR SOO YUXIANG

DIPLOMA IN ARCHITECTURE

ANG ING YI
ANUSHRI TANYA MARIMUTHU
APOSTOL RYAN RAFAEL LEE MENDOZA
ASTER-JOY NG SHEN XI
AYKARE AUNG
BERNICE TAN HUI RU
BETTY HO
CARIN CHIANG QI
CHAN WILLIAM AUSTIN
CHANTELLE LAM PEI XUAN
CHAU ZI QUAN
CHE RUITAO TOBY
CHEN JUNYING REECE
CHEONG KEIKEI TANIA
CHLOE LIM
CHONG POH CHOO DIANA LABRADOR
CHOO TEEN HWEE
CLARISSA WONG YUN YI
DEANNA ERFINA BINTE MUHAMAD DALI
DYLAN CHENG
EAI MYAT NOO
EVANGELLIS SIM ZI NING
FABABEIR MARIA ANGELA PEI FALSADO
FAIJANA MUSTARY
GAN JUN HUAN
GU YUTING
HOOI KAI RU
HUMAIRA SUMAIYA BINTE MOHAMAD FARIZ
ISMOOT ZARRIN TASNIM
JAMOND CHUA WEI JIE
JAN ABIGAIL AMPO JUAREZ
JOHNSON TOH SHU RONG
JONATHAN TAN YING HENG
JOY TAN
JUDE CHOW TIAN XI
LATIFAH KHADIJAH BINTI ISKANDAR MUDA ABDUL JALIL
LEE DENISE
LEE LAY YEEN HANNAH
LEE QI HAN
LEE ZI JIE
LEIA MOW WEN LI
LEMUEL SNG YONG KAI
LEONG TONG NING NICOLE
LESTER LIM ZHI SONG
LI XINGTONG
LIM BOYUAN KENNETH
LIM DAO FENG
LIM JING XUN PERRY
LIM YUE HAO
MATTHEW GOH WEI EN
MAXIMUS FABIUS RUSLI
MOHAMAD IRFAN BIN MOHAMAD KALID
NEO RUI EN
NG CHARLENE
NUR SYAKILAH BINTE MAZLAN
PAN PWINT PHYU
PANG WEIXUN
PRAITIKA D/O PALANIVELU
SARAH QISTINA BINTI ABDUL RAHIM
SEAN HO KAI XUAN
SEE RONG KIAT BRON
SERENA LEE JIA YUE
SHANNA WONG YU QIAN
SHANNEN LEE QI
SYED AMIR BIN SYED ZAINAL
TAN CEYANN
TAN JOLENE
TAN SZE HUI CHARMAINE
TAN YUZHE
THIAN JIA WEI
VERA LU XUAN
WONG XIU WEN GIOVIN
WU SIYONG NATHANIEL
YEONG MIN CHOO
YEP BING JUN WESLEY
YIN NYEIN PAING HSU
YU KUAI
YUSUF BIN ISMAIL

DIPLOMA IN CIVIL ENGINEERING WITH MERIT

CHIN JING YING
CHIONG MING ENG
GAO JUNJIE
LIN JIALE
NEO WAYE HOONG
SITI RABIATUL ADWANIYAH BINTI MAZLAN
TAN BING YI NICHOLAS
THEIKHAR MAUNG
WANG SHIYA
WILSON SOO

DIPLOMA IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

ABDUL MATEEN KHAYRY BIN OSMAN
ANURAAG JOSEPH BIJAY
ASHLEE ALEXANDRIA ANG REE AN
AUN CHOW YEE NIXON
AYE AYE MON
BURLASA CHERRY LEIGH CONTILLO
SU RATI NAING
SUN LANXIN
TAN YU JING
WONG ZI XUAN GLENYS
WU QIRUI
XIAOCHUAN SHUTING
YAP JUN AN
YE KHANT KYAW
YE KYAW PHYO
YI WENKANG
ZAIDAN IMTIYAZ BIN RUZI
ZHAN CHENGYANG
ZHENG YONGFU
ZHONG XIAOROU
ZHOU SINING
ZHU LIN
ZOU JIACHEN

DIPLOMA IN CIVIL ENGINEERING WITH BUSINESS

GABRIEL JAREN LOY JUN WEI
MUHAMMAD IKMAL SALIHIN BIN MOHAMMAD FAUZI
RON MATTHEW MAGAHIZ PADUA
TAN WEE KIAT

DIPLOMA IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE WITH MERIT

FOO YU FENG
KHOO JUN WEI
LAYLA GRACE O’CONNOR
LIM ZHONG TING SHERYL

DIPLOMA IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

ALINA LEE TING YU
CHAN JUN HENG MARCUS
CHARLTON KOH TIONG YAN
CLARIS ONG
EMMA NG ZHUO EN
FARIZAH BTE MOHAMAD ASSALAM
FOO CHUAN KEAN
HSU SANDY OO
KOH CHEE CHEAN
LIM YEE XUAN
LOW SWAN YAO NATHAN
LOW YUN ER
LUI RUI ENG LYNETTE
MOHAMAD SHAFIQ BIN ABDUL RAHMAN
MUHAMMAD HAKIM BIN MOHAMMAD FADHIL
NICKI TANG HUI MING
NUR AZLIANA Binte MOHAMAD FAHRAZI
NUR HAYATI BTE NOR HAMILI
NUR LEILA Binte LAQMAN HAKEM
PUTRI HAZIQAH Binte IBRAHIM
RAJENDRAN GEETHAPRIYA
REH KHU NYAR
RIFQI BIN FAISAL
RUKESH AAJAN MANIRAJAN
SEAH CHEE WOON
SEAN PHUA BOEN
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN ARCHITECTURE

DREA LAI JIE NING
TOH CHIN CHYE GOLD MEDAL
SINGAPORE INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS GOLD MEDAL

TEA LILA
SINGAPORE INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS SILVER MEDAL

LOW YI JUN
ADDP ARCHITECTS PRIZE

TOH KAI LIN
ADDP ARCHITECTS PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

CHIN JING YING
SINGAPORE CONCRETE INSTITUTE GOLD MEDAL
THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS GOLD MEDAL AWARD

NEO WAYE HOONG
PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD SILVER MEDAL

GAO JUNJIE
AMERICAN CONCRETE INSTITUTE (S’PORE CHAPTER) PRIZE

LIN JIALE
PINTARY FOUNDATIONS PRIZE

WILSON SOO
THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

KHOO JUN WEI
NATIONAL PARKS BOARD GOLD MEDAL

LAYLA GRACE O’CONNOR
NATIONAL PARKS BOARD SILVER MEDAL

LIM ZHONG TING SHERYL
JTC PRIZE
# Graduation Ceremony 2024

**SESSION 5**

Order of Proceedings  
Friday, 3 May 2024, 2:00 pm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC PROCESSION</td>
<td>Assembly, please rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ANTHEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING OF SESSION</td>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| OPENING ADDRESS               | Principal & CEO  
Mr Soh Wai Wah                                                               |
| GRADUATION ADDRESS            | Guest Speaker  
Mr Tung Ching Yew  
Managing Director  
SODA® (Spirit Of Design Analogy Pte Ltd)                                    |
| PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS      | Senior Director, Built Environment & Maritime and Director,  
Architecture & The Built Environment                                        |
| PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS  | Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker                                  |
| PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS | Guest Speaker                                                               |
| VALEDICTORY SPEECH            | Graduate Speaker                                                            |
| ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY       | Master of Ceremonies  
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall. |
SESSION 5
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

DIPLOMA IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT WITH MERIT

CHARMAINE TOH YUWEI
CHUA HUI WEN
NEO BEE HIAN
NG KAI LIN AUDREY
TAN SI QI CHLOE
WINNIE LIEW WEN MEI
YONG RANICE

DIPLOMA IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

AMANDA TAY SOOK EE
ASHTON NG YAO WEI
AW JINGXUAN PRISCILLA
CHAI ZHEN DONG
CHAN JUN XIAN
CHAN SHAO ERN EZRA
CHAN TZE LOONG TERENCE
CHANG PAO HEN
CHERYL FOO XUAN XUAN
CHLOE YEO ZIYI
CHOO SI YING
GABRIEL SNG YONG HOWE
GLENDA TAY
HASNITA BINTE HASIMI
HAZIQ HAikal BIN JOHAN
KHAIRULANWAR BIN SA'AD
KOH WEI QUAN
LEE ETHAN
LEE JIA JUN JET
LEE JIA YIN
LEE YUN WEI
LI YINGJIAN
LIEW CHEE MING
LIU LIJIA
LOO QIAN XUAN FEON
LOW JUN HAN
LOW LI PING
LUCAS IMAN SELVAM
MANDY WONG MUN TENG
MICHELLE LEE JIA XIN
MOHAMMAD SYAHIRAN BIN MOHAMED SALLEH
MOHAMMED SHAQIL PUTRA BIN ZAINUDIN
MUHAMMAD FITRI BIN SOKARNO
MUHAMMAD HAZIQ BIN HALID
MUHAMMAD IZZ BIN MARIH
MUHAMMAD NUR AIDILFITRI BIN RITHEUDEEN
MUHAMMAD NUR HAQIM BIN MOHAMMAD NATSIR RAHMAT
NADIAH BINTE YUNUS
NG SIANG JUN CLAYTON
NG YU NING EUNICE
NOR ADLINA BINTE SABARRUDIN
NUR IMAN BIN OSMAN
DIPLOMA IN INTEGRATED EVENTS & PROJECT MANAGEMENT WITH MERIT

ANG YONG JIE JUSTIN
CHUA YU HENG
DAMIEN TAN
ERICA ONG YI JING
FOONG ZI QING
JOCELYN CHUEN JING HUI
LIM WEN SEE
MANDY TAN HUI SAN
SEAH RU YAN
WONG QIAN XIN

DIPLOMA IN INTEGRATED EVENTS & PROJECT MANAGEMENT

ALYA NUR BATRISYIA BINTI ABDULLAH
ANIS AFIFAH BINTE ABDUL RAHMAN
AW YANG SHAO WEI JEROME
CHAN JANE SIEN
CHARMINE LOW YING LIN
CHEN XINGYING CHLOE
CHEW HONG HEE
CHEW JIA QIAN
CHIA PEI TING TRACY
CHONG KAR ANN
CHUA JIA FU
CHUA WEI RU
CLARA PEH HUI SIM
DAPHNE NG SHI YONG
ELAINE NG
FENG JINGXIANG
GEREL KHO YU EN
GOH TING XUAN
GOH WAN XUAN SHERYL
GUAN XUEFENG
HANNAH ONG HAN NING
JACELYNN DHAMMAPUTRI YU
JANIA LEE SHAN TING
JARYL THONG
JASMINE ASHLEY FRANCISCO V
JAVAN LAW JUN HAO
JAVIER ONN CHENG JUN
JEROME TOH JUNYONG
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

YONG RANICE
WINNIE LIEW WEN MEI
CHUA HUI WEN

CHANGI AIRPORT GROUP GOLD MEDAL
WISELY 98 SILVER MEDAL
PEAK ENGINEERING AND CONSULTANCY PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN INTEGRATED EVENTS & PROJECT MANAGEMENT

ERICA ONG YI JING
ANG YONG JIE JUSTIN
CHUA YU HENG
DAMIEN TAN
JOCELYN CHUEN JING HUI

MARINA BAY SANDS GOLD MEDAL
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT SILVER MEDAL
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIZE
TERRAPINN PRIZE
PARKROYAL COLLECTION PICKERING PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN INTERIOR DESIGN

KHAIRUNNISA SYAFIQAH NADIAH BINTE MUHAMMAD
SHAHRRIN AZHAR BIN SHAMSOR
TANG JUN HENG NIGEL

DP DESIGN GOLD MEDAL
ANDY FISHER WORKSHOP SILVER MEDAL
AXIS POINT DESIGN PRIZE
Graduation Ceremony 2024

SESSION 6
Order of Proceedings
Friday, 3 May 2024, 5:30 pm

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Assembly, please rise

NATIONAL ANTHEM

OPENING OF SESSION
Master of Ceremonies

OPENING ADDRESS
Principal & CEO
Mr Soh Wai Wah

GRADUATION ADDRESS
Guest Speaker
Mr Teo Eng Dih
Chief Executive
Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Deputy Senior Director, Built Environment & Maritime and Director, Singapore Maritime Academy

PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS
Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker

PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS
Guest Speaker

VALEDICTORY SPEECH
Graduate Speaker

ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY
Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall.
SESSION 6
GRADUANDS
SINGAPORE MARITIME ACADEMY

DIPLOMA IN MARINE ENGINEERING WITH MERIT

CALVIN YOW
CHANTILLE WONG XINN TYEN
GOH XE YU
MUHAMMAD AIDIL IZHAM BIN HAMDAN
PUNG YEONG YIU
RAUNAK BRIJ S/O RENDERA SINGH
SYIMIER AHAMED BIN RAEEQ AHAMED
TANIOKA KOKO
TOH YOU SHENG MANTA
TRENYCE TAY XIN PIN

DIPLOMA IN MARINE ENGINEERING

ABDUL KALAM S/O JAHIR HUSSAIN
ABDUL QAYYUM DZULFAKAR BIN MOHAMED ROSDI
AIDE BIN ALFIYAN
ALFRED LOKE ZI JIAN
BER XIANG GEN
CALLISTA FEODORA KUSNADI
CHIANG MING RUI NIK
CLEMENT ISAAC OORJITHAM
DANIEL ANG JUN WEI
DONG QINGYUAN
DYLAN TENG YI RONG
FAEZAHIL ANIS BIN MOHAMD
FEVIAN SIAH LEONG SHENG
FAHIM MUHTADI
GORDON SOONG QING YANG
GUAN GUOYU
IQMAL HAEKEM B MOHAMED RIDZAL
JAGANATHAN BALAKRISHNA
JASPER LEE JUN SIANG
JOACHIM POH WEN YANG
KOH WEI REN BRANDON
KOH YUE XUAN JORDAN
LEE CHAN BIN
LEVIN RAJ DURAEISINGAM @ LEVIN RAJ S/O DURAEISINGAM
LI YIFAN
LIM HO YONG JOEL
LIN THANT KYAW
LOKE PEI YING
MASRAB UDDIN
MIR EILHAN BIN HASNI
MIRA MARDIANA BINTE MOHAMED YUSOF
MIRZA SYAFIQ BIN ABDUL RAZAK
MOHAMAD FIQRUL AQASHA BIN MOHAMD FAZLI
MOHAMAD HIZFARHANSHAH BIN MOHAMD RIZAL
MOHAMAD HUZAFIAH PUTERA BASURI
MOHAMAD MUHAIMIN DANISH BIN MOHAMED MUSLIMIN
MOHAMAD RIZQ HILMEY BIN MOHAMED HALIM
MOHAMAD AMANAT ULLAH MRIDHA
MOHAMMAD NUR NAZRI BIN MOHAMD ISKANDAR
MOHAMMAD RAFIQ BIN MOHAMMAD TAUFIQ GOH
MUHAMAD SHAHFIQ BIN SUHARI
MUHAMMAD AL-LUQMANHAKIM BIN IRAWAN
MUHAMMAD ERFAN KURNIAWAN BIN BORHAN
MUHAMMAD FAIZ ALAUDDIN BIN KAMSANI
MUHAMMAD FARHAN KURNIAWAN BIN BORHAN
MUHAMMAD HAIDIL BIN MOHD KHAIRI
MUHAMMAD HANNAN BIN MOHAMAD FAUZI
MUHAMMAD MUBEEN S/O ABDUL LATIFF
MUHAMMAD RUSAIDAI BIN LAN
MUHAMMAD SHADIQIN BIN BORHAN
MUHAMMAD SYARAHIL BIN MOHAMED SALLI
NASRUL ADLIL BIN ADNAN
NG KOK YAO
NG YAO QUAN ELFIN
NIGEL LEE ZHUO FENG
NITHISH KUMAR S/O RATHANACKUMR
NUR ASHIKIN BINTI HARON
NURMAN HAKIM ABDUL RASHID
ONG JING ZHOU
PETRUS PAUL SUNDARAJOO
PHILIP CHRISTOPHER MANIK
PRABENJEN
QUEK CHUN TAT
QUEK YU KIAT
RAIYAN HAikal BIN HASIM
RAYMOND CHUI
SHAiK MUSA BIN SHAiK KIFFiLEE
SILAS SELVARAJOO
SUNG HONG XIANG
TAM YONG TENG
TAN JERN JIN ANSON
TAN JUN QIU
TAN KAH KIAT XAVIER
TAN WEI SING TIM
TAN YI XIAN GARYL
TAY YI DA JOVEN
TENG YAN SIANG GALENO
TEO JIN RONG SEBERT
TEY YUNG SEN
THALHAH BIN AZMAY
WANG ZHI YUAN
WEE EE STAR
YEO JUN HAO
YEO KAI SHEN
ZAKIRA IMANA BINTI KAMIM
ZHAO JUNMING
ZHAO YANRUI

Diploma in Maritime Business with Merit

AFIAH BINTI AZIMAN
EILEEN CHUA YU NING
FATIN NUR SYAZA BINTI ROSLI
GAO XING
LEONG ZHENg YING
LIM ZI YAO
SEOw YUE JIA
TAN KIN BOON ORENDA
WONG ZI MUN
WONG ZI WEI TINSEL
DIPLOMA IN MARITIME BUSINESS

ADAM AMIRUL BIN HAJI MOHAMED NOOR
AMIRAH BINTE AMIR
AQIL ARIFIN BIN JUMA’AIN
ARLINE SEE JUN FEI
ARUNKUMAR SARAVANAN
BAY JELINE
BRYAN SIM JUNG SIONG
CELEST PAN XUE QI
CHAN QIAN YING BRENDA
CHAN YUAN XI JASMINE
CHEW KAI ZHE
CHOI WEI XIA
CHOI ZI JIE
CHUA JIA QIAN
CLAUDIA SEAN PILLAI
DAVE HENG KAI FENG
DIAN NURISTIQAMAH BINTE SOFIYAN
DIAN QASRINA BINTE EYAMMIE
DOMINIC KWEK JUN HENG
DONAVAN PADRICK SITINJAK
ELIZABETH MICHELLE
FELIX HONG YUE FENG
FRAN NG HONG DA
FUNG JIT YING JAMIE
GAO XINRU ARIEL
GOH JING XUAN XENIA
GOH PEI XUAN
GONG SHI RUI
GUO ZHIWEI
HAAFIZAH BEGUM D/O MOHAMED IQBAAL
HAIKAL MAULANA BASAH BIN IMRAN BASAH
HONG CHIN KIAT DARRYL
HONG PEI XUN
IRVIN CHEONG JUN KANG
IZZARILHAN BIN SELAMAT
JOVAN TAN YU QUAN
KOH JUN NI
KOH ZE XIAN
KOO JIA RONG RONALD
KRISTEN LAM ZHI YU
LAM XIN JING
LAU SI EN DESTINIE
LEE JIA WEI
LIM JIA HUI AVARIELLE
LIM YAN HENG
LIM YI HUI RACHEL
LIM YONG EN DARYL
LIM ZHENG WEI
LIM ZHENG XIAN
LIN QIANHONG
LOW YI EN TIMOTHY
LUA HUI YIN
LUI CHUN YEUNG VICTOR
MALIBIRAN LOUIEGI KYLE TEODORO
MASYITAH BINTE M RAZALY
MOHAMAD IQMAL HAZIQ BIN AZMI
DIPLOMA IN NAUTICAL STUDIES WITH MERIT

EDWARD TAN THYE NING
LEW YI SHAN GABBI
THANABOON CHAN
DIPLOMA IN NAUTICAL STUDIES

AMIR BIN KHAIRUDDIN
CRYSTAL LIM
FARIZ BIN HERMAN
INIYAN CHANDRASEKARAN
IZZAT ASHRAF BIN ABDUL RAZAK
KRYS T MATTHEW GORDON
KUGEN KUNALAN
LEE RUI EN JOLINE
LINGESHWARAN VATTERY VAL
MAXIMILIAN KHOO LEAN WYE
MILZAM BIN ABDUL GHANI
MOHAMAD IRFAN SHAHPUTRA BIN MOHAMAD SHAHID
MOHAMAD NUR SIKANDER BIN KHAMARUDIN
MOHAMED HAMSYAR FADDILHA KHAN BIN MOHAMED HARISH F
MUHAMMAD FARID BIN MUHAMMAD IMRAN
MUHAMMAD FIKRI BIN YUNUS
MUHAMMAD NOOR IMADI BIN MASJUDI
MUHAMMAD SHYARIL BIN NOOR SAINI
MUHAMMAD WASIM AKKRAM S/O JAHABER ALI
NAVIN MOHAMMAD MANJUR
NUR MUHAMAD FATTAHILLAH BIN MD JAMANLUDIN
PANG ZI YANG ALFRENCE
PATRICK AUNG PHONE MYAT
PEARL WIN HTtoo
RUSYAIDI IRFAN BIN RIDZUAN
SITI NUR AMIRAH BINTE MOHAMAD ZULKIFLI
SWAN YI MIN SOE
THIRUSELVAN THEVAR
YUVAN S/O JEYAKUMAR
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN MARINE ENGINEERING

TOH YOU SHENG MANTA  SEATRIUM GOLD MEDAL
GOH ZHE YU  SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS & MARINE ENGINEERS SILVER MEDAL
CHANTILLE WONG XINN TYEN  SINGAPORE MARITIME OFFICERS’ UNION PRIZE
RAUNAK BRIJ S/O RENDERA SINGH  SOCIETY OF FLOATING SOLUTIONS (SINGAPORE) PRIZE
TRENYYCE TAY XIN PIN  PACMARINE SERVICES PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN MARITIME BUSINESS

FATIN NUR SYAZA BINTE ROSLI  MARITIME & PORT AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE GOLD MEDAL
AFIAH BINTE AZIMAN  PACC SHIP MANAGERS SILVER MEDAL
LEONG ZHENG YING  SINGAPORE MARITIME EMPLOYERS’ FEDERATION PRIZE
LIM ZI YAO  SINGAPORE MARITIME FOUNDATION PRIZE
WONG ZI WEI TINSEL  BOSKALIS PRIZE
XAVIER LOH YANGZHI  GAC (SINGAPORE) PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN NAUTICAL STUDIES

LEW YI SHAN GABBI  PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL LINES GOLD MEDAL
EDWARD TAN THYE NING  CMA CGM GROUP SILVER MEDAL
THANABOON CHAN  SINGAPORE NAUTICAL INSTITUTE PRIZE
Graduation Ceremony 2024

**SESSION 7**

Order of Proceedings  
Monday, 6 May 2024, 9:30 am

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACADEMIC PROCESSION</strong></td>
<td>Assembly, please rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NATIONAL ANTHEM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPENING OF SESSION</strong></td>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **OPENING ADDRESS**        | Principal & CEO  
Mr Soh Wai Wah                                                               |
| **GRADUATION ADDRESS**     | Guest Speaker  
Dr Azlinda Bte Anwar  
Executive Director (Biomedical Research Council)  
Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) |
| **PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS** | Senior Director, Computing, Chemical & Life Sciences and Director, Chemical & Life Sciences |
| **PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS** | Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker                                  |
| **PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS** | Guest Speaker                                                                |
| **VALEDICTORY SPEECH**     | Graduate Speaker                                                             |
| **ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY** | Master of Ceremonies  
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall. |
SESSION 7
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY WITH MERIT

CHUA JIA XING
EARLENE NG YU HUI
JOSHUA THOMAS VIRAY RODRIGO
LEE RUI YAN
LU XUE’ER CADEE
SO HONG YI
TAN THONG MING KIMBERLY
TAN WEI HAO
WONG JUN JIE

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY

AFRA D/O RAFI AHMED
ALDIN IBRAHIM FARRASHADY
AMOS PREM S/O CHRISTOPHER RAVY
ANG JOE CHIM
ANG ZI TING
ASRAF ALI RAZIK JABBAR
CALISTA ABELLA ANG
CALLISTA YONG PEI LING
CALVIN OOI JHIA JHIE
CHEAH AJ JIE
CHEN YONG JUN
CHENG ZHI AN
CHER WANG SI NING
CHIN WEI TAO DERRICK
CHING WEI LE
CHONG JIA XUAN
DARREN QUEK JIAWEI
DURGA THOTEN
ETHAN LEE SONG YIN
FLORES KAELA ADRIANNE PACONDO
FUNG XIN JIE
GABRIEL GO DING HENG
GARETH ONG JING JIE
GLENDA CHONG SUM YUE
GLENN LIM YAN KAI
GOH PEI YI
GOH SONG HENG
HANISAH BINTI ZAINAL ABIDIN
HO YIN WAN
HUANG SHAO HSUN
JOVAN SIAW BINGYUAN
KARIN LEOW JIE XI
KONG KAR YENG
LAI I-HWEE
LEE SIONG TZA KYAN
LEOW JUN KAI
LEOW YING YING AMANDA
LETICIA WU YINXIU
LIM CHOON WEE DYLAN
LIM JIA XUAN
LIM ZI HAO
LUI QI YANG REYNARD
MATTHEW WONG ZE REI
MIKI CHU MEI QI
MOHAMMAD AQEEF AQASHA BIN MOHAMMAD FAIDZAL
MOHAMMAD NAWEED HOSSAIN
MOK HUI FENG
MUHAMMAD AARON IRFAN BIN SAZALI
MUHAMMAD KHALISH BIN ROHAIZAN
NAAMAN LIM JIE ZHI
NG XUN YING
NURAFIQAH Binte MUHAMMAD LIM
NURUL HANA Binte SHAHARUDDIN
ONG SHI TING CHARMAINE
ONG YIN TING BLISS
OU NUOYAO
POPOV ALEX STEFANOV
PRASANSA GHALE
RACHEL CHOO YING QIAN
REBECCA YIN LING GRYBOSKI
RHEANNE TAN KAH OON
ROY TEO JING MING
ROYSTAN YAK JING SHENG
SARAH NABIHAH Binte MOHAMED NIZAAR
SEE YU ZHE
SHARWYNN ISHVER
SOH RAY YIN
STACY SOH HWEE YEE
STANLEY WOON JIE LUN
TAN WEI XUAN
TAN YI QI
THEODORE WIJAYA
TONG PEI YU
WAFA AULIA Binte ABDUL AZIZ
WEE JIA XIN
XAVIER SEE ZHENG YANG
YAP QI FENG JOSEPH
YEONG SI HAN
YEOW TING LI GERMAINE
ZACHARY KHOO YI XU

DIPLOMA IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE WITH MERIT

AMELIE LIM EN
CLAIRE CHONG JING YI
EZANNE QUEK
GERMAINE CHUA ZHI LIN
INEZ YIN HUIXIAN
MOH HUIYIN ANGELA
SNG JIA LIN VALENCIA
TAN MINING JEN LUKE
TAN YUKI

DIPLOMA IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE

ADEN YEOH
AFRIN NILOFAR JAHIR HUSSAIN
AL-FARVEEZ MOHAMMED
ARYNA MARSYA D/O TEIJPALL SINGH
ASHER HO JIA BAO
ASHLEY TAN
CHAN HUI PING
CHAN JIA LE JEREMY
CHLOE CHEW XIN YI
CHUA CHI YIN MONICA
CHUA YUN XIN VERONA
DURGA DEVI D/O SUBRAMANIAM
EMMALINA TANG MIN BTE ELIAS TANG
FAREED BIN FARHAN
G IAN AIRA MAE MAPA
GANAKIRTHAN KALPENATH RAJAH
GIAM YI JIA
HANA BINTE MUHAMMAD ZAHID
HYLDE ZOE TAN VAN DEN HOOVEN
IFFA NATASHA BINTE MOHAMMAD ZAMRI
ISAAC PHANG JUNCHENG
JACKSON NEO JUN YONG
JOLENE TAN HUI-XIAN
KAM YING QI
KHO DING KANG
KHOO ZHI YI ELYSE
KIERA SHA QI EN
KOH YI TENG
KOH ZYEE ZYANG LESTER
KOK KAI JIE SEAN
KONG HE XUAN
KRISTIN TAN HUI-EN
LEE ENXI NESSIE
LEE SENG JUEN JORDON
LEE SHI EN RENYCE
LEE WOON SUANG SHERNISE
LEE YIH CHER JASPER
LENG JO YEE
LEONG CHEE KIN MICHAEL
LIANG KAI YING
LIM MIN ER VICTORIA
LIM WEI TING
LOW EN QI TRACIA
LOW WEI WEN
MOHAMMAD TAUFIQ AL-HAKIM BIN ABDUL RAHIM
MONSANTO LOUISE NICOLE SEVILLEJA
MUHAMMAD DANIAL HIKARI BIN ABDULLAH
MUHAMMAD DANISH SIREGAR BIN SAHAT SIREGAR
NG CHI HENG
NG ZI YU
NUR FALAH BINTE ZAINUDDIN
NURIN NADHIRAH BINTE ROSLAN
NURSA’ADIAQAH BINTE ABDUL AZIZ
NURUL ATIQAH BINTE MOHAMAD HAFIZ
PAULINE CHEN
PERALTA SEAN KENNETH VALIDO
PUA YEN WEN
REAGAN WONG WEI LE
REBECCA HELENA CHELSEA D’CRUZ
RENEE WONG YING XUAN
SAMUEL TAN ENG KIAT
SAZZLYANNA BINTE SAZALI
SHASHA BINTE AZLAN
SHEA SKYLER TAN ZI RU
SHRUTHI LAYA D/O LINGAM
SONIYA RAI
SOON EN RUTH
SOPHIE EMMA TAN
STACIA LAW
TAN JUN YU XAVIER
TAN LE XUAN TIFFANY
TAN WEN JIE DARYL
TOH YI HUAN
TRICIA HOW XINYU
WAI JIE NING
WANG JUNQIANG
WONG JING RU JEANNIE
WONG SI TING SHANNON
XAVIER LAH ZHEN YU
XAVIER LIM WEI
YEO KAI WEN CHLOE
YI XINHUI
YONG SHU XIAN YOANNA

DIPLOMA IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING WITH MERIT

CHUA HUI YI
DEVIN TAN WEI JIE
HANNAH TO QI WEN
HONG JIANYE
JASMINE CHAN SZE YI
LIM YAN ZHEN
MOHAMMAD AMINUR RAHMAN
PANG JING HUI
REINARD LIM JUMAO-AS
TAN HONG YI

DIPLOMA IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

ABHISHEK S/O NANDA KUMAR
ADYL BIN YANI
ALEXANDER HAKIM STURGESS
ALEXANDER JOE
ALI REDZA BIN ROHAIMI
ALVIN CHUAH SI KAI
AMANDA THAM HUI SHAN
ANG JUN HAO
ANG YU HAN
ANG YU JUN KELVIN
ANTRIKSH RAI
BENJAMIN ANG HEE GYN
CHAI HUI YING @ IMAN MARYAM CHAI
CHANG JI HINN
CHEW JING KIAT
CHEW YI FENG DARYL
CHOH LIT SHAWN KEITH
CLIVE GOH JIAN CHENG
DIANA DULAY LOW
DYLAN LOW
ENZO PEH YI HENG
ESHVIN KAUR CHAHAL D/O DAVINDAR SINGH CHAHAL
ETHAN TAM JIA HUI
GAYATHRI PRAKASH
GLENN MICHAEL KHOO ZHI YI
GOH KAI XUAN VALARIE
HAYLEY OOI WEN QI
HONG DE MING JUSTIN
HOW WENG YAN
HU JIANYANG
ISABELLA ZHANG
ISABELLE ADORA PUTRI GUNAWAN
JEREMY WONG SIONG WEN
JIANG JIAYU
JOELLE CHOO LING JIA
AWARD WINNERS

**DIPLOMA IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY**

- Lu Xue’er Cadée: Megachem Gold Medal
- Earlene Ng Yu Hui: Plastics and Rubber Institute of Singapore Silver Medal
- So Hong Yi: Shimadzu (Asia Pacific) Award
- Tan Wei Hao: Kemin Industries (Asia) Award
- Wong Jun Jie: Lubrizol Southeast Asia Award

**DIPLOMA IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE**

- Tan Ming Jen Luke: All Eights (Singapore) Gold Medal
- Moh Huiyin Angela: Yakult (Singapore) Silver Medal
- Amelie Lim En: Biomedix Singapore Award
- Germaine Chua Zhi Lin: Shimadzu (Asia Pacific) Award
- Tan Yuki: Singapore Association for Medical Laboratory Sciences Award

**DIPLOMA IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING**

- Jasmine Chan Sze Yi: PCS PTE. LTD. Gold Medal
- Hong Jianye: Grundfos (Singapore) Silver Medal
- Devin Tan Wei Jie: Lubrizol Southeast Asia Award
- Pang Jing Hui: PCS PTE. LTD. Award
- Tan Hong Yi: GSK Award
### Graduation Ceremony 2024

**SESSION 8**  
**Order of Proceedings**  
**Monday, 6 May 2024, 1:00 pm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC PROCESSION</td>
<td>Assembly, please rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ANTHEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING OF SESSION</td>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| OPENING ADDRESS              | Principal & CEO  
Mr Soh Wai Wah                                                                 |
| GRADUATION ADDRESS           | Guest Speaker  
Ms Cindy Sim  
Head of Vision Care, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines, Cambodia & Myanmar  
Carl Zeiss Vision Singapore  
Principal & CEO  
Mr Soh Wai Wah                                                                 |
| PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS     | Senior Director, Computing, Chemical & Life Sciences and Director, Chemical & Life Sciences  
Deputy Senior Director, Computing, Chemical & Life Sciences and Director, Computing |
| PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS | Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker                                  |
| PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS| Guest Speaker                                                               |
| VALEDICTORY SPEECH           | Graduate Speaker                                                            |
| ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY      | Master of Ceremonies  
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall. |
SESSION 8
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES

DIPLOMA IN FOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY WITH MERIT

CHLOE CHUNG
LIM JIN RONG
LIM JUN YUAN BERWYN
LOW YU AN BENJAMIN
MA JIAQI
NG SUO JIE
NICHOLAS SIM JING XIANG
SEAN LIM JING KUN
WONG YUN QI

DIPLOMA IN FOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

ALICIA ANG WEI NING
ANASTASIA LOO SI YING
ANDERSON TAY YANG
AU LI ENG
BATRISYIA IZZAH BINTE ABDUL RAHIM
BAVANIKA D/O V NEDUNCHELIAN
BERNICE LIM KE RU
CAI ZU’ER JOEI
CHAI SIN HWEE
CHAN JIA EN
CHEE YONG YOU
CHENG JIA-LU
CHEONG YI KAI BREANNA
CHERYL LEE EN QI
CHEW KAH YIN
CHEW TZE XIN
CHIA GUANG QI NICKSON
CHIN WAN YAN
CHIRON CHIA YIH QIH
CHRISTY ONG HUI EN
CHRISTY YIP KEI
CHUAH KAI WEN
CHUNG LI LIAN
DON LEE JUN XIONG
GAY HWEE SAN
GERALDINE BEH YEE WEN
GOH KAR WAI PEARLYN
HALIDA FAUZIAH BINTI AHMAD
HANI INSYIRAH BINTE MOHAMED NIZZAN
HAZWAN BIN AZMI
KEAYA CHUA
KIM WERN SHEEN
KOH JING YING RACHELLE
LAU JAE YEE
LEE JIE LIN BEATRICE
LEE MAN OI ANSON
LEE ZHU WEI FAITH
LEONG JERYL
LEONG WEI LUN
LI CAI ZHI MIN
LIM JUN WEI
LIM KAI EN ASHLEY
LIM LI WEN JOLENE
LIM PEI JUN
LOH SHI TING SHERVON
LOH TSE YANG BRYAN
LOKE KAR MUN CLARE
MAK HAN XIANG MALCOLM
MALCOLM CHANG LI HERN
MIRANDA TAY YIN RUI
MUHAMMAD DANIAL BIN AZMI
MUHAMMAD SYAKIR BIN MAHADI
NATALIE TAY
NERISSA TAN PEI XI
NG JIA HUI
NG JIA QI
NG MIN QI CHARMAINE
NG XIN TONG
NG ZHI WEI
NUR RASYIQAH BINTE RAFI’E
ONG SI YING ANTJE
ONG XIN NING CHLOE
OW YEONG YOKE YING
PANG ZHI YONG
SHERYL SEAH SZE EN
SIM HWEE LENG LINDSEY
SIOW AI XIN
SURESH BABU NISHANTHI
TAN JIA XIN RAYE
TAN ROU FU
TAN RUI EN
TEE HUI QIAN
TEE YU XIN
TEO JOON HSIEN MALCOLM
TIONG SI YU TIFANIE
TOH KE YI
TON JING WEN
VANESSA WOO MIN TING
VENICE LOUISA LIM MIN XUEN
VICTORIA JANELLE TAN YAN XIN
WANG XUYUE
WONG KARLYNN
WONG NGAI HANG
XAVIERA NG XIN
YEO ZI QING ABRIL

DIPLOMA IN OPTOMETRY WITH MERIT
IAN CHEONG KAI P NG
NEO HUI YI PENNY
NG BAO YI
RONALD LEE YUNLONG
YUEN QING HAN

DIPLOMA IN OPTOMETRY
ANG JYE XIAN
ANITHA NATARAJAN ARUNTHATHI
ASHLEY TOH HUI QI
BLANCHE CHIA PHUY NGEE
BRYAN CHONG WENG KIT
CALISTE OH KAI LING
CEDRIC ANG WEI HERNG
CHAN SU-LIN SARAH
CHLOE ONG YEE CHING
CHUA YAN TING
CLARICE LEE SHIN EE
DEVADHARSHINI D/O SHANKAR GANESH
GOH SHAN YING AVLNE
HARI S/O AHGILAN
HO JIA XUAN
JACK CHIA MING SOON
JADEN TAN YAN HAO
JARED TAN YUHENG
JASLYN GUAN JIA HUI
JORDAN HO ZHI HENG
JOYCE LIAW JIA YI
KHANG YU XUAN CHARISSE
KO YI YING JOLIN
KOH ERN LING HANNAH
LEONG WEN NING
LIEW RUI SI PEARLY
LIM KHENG WOON DARIUS
LIM XIN YAO
NAH CHEE XIANG LOUIS
NG HUI QI CHANA
NG JUN YANG
NG KAI NING GISELLE
NG RUI WEN
NURUL INSYIRAH BINTE MUHAMAD AZMI ABDUL KARIM
ONG YINGXUAN
REBECCA ONG YING
REYES WONG ZHI HERN
TAN HUI PING
TAN YUANLING LIV
TING YANG YU
YASMIN BINTE KAMARUZAMAN
YEO JI CHI
YEO KAI TING
ZOEL LIM

DIPLOMA IN PERFUMERY & COSMETIC SCIENCE WITH MERIT

DARWISYAH BINTE MOHD RADZI
IVIS TAN LEYI
LEU XUAN YI SHERMAINE
THING KAI YUAN MARCUS

DIPLOMA IN PERFUMERY & COSMETIC SCIENCE

ABDUL HAZIQ BIN ABDUL MALIK
ADELIA GOH ZHI XUAN
ADELINE XAVIER @ ADELINE D/O XAVIER
ARULMANGAI D/O ARULCHANDRAH
ASHLEY ONG ZHI XUAN
CELINE LIEW JIA XUAN
CHANG HUI JUN
CHANG SHIH-NING AUDREY
CHARLENE CHUA HWEE YONG
CLAIRE LAU
DYLLIS LIM JIA EN
EDITH YEO YON YEE
ERDINAH MARSYA BINTE MOHAMMAD DZULKEFLEE
JONATHAN CHAN RENJIE
KC HEINZE LAVIDES VILLAMOR
KUNG HUEN TENG NOELLE
LAM PEI NING SHARLENE
LEE YUN XI
LIEW YING XI
LIM XUE ZHI BRYAN
LIM YING TZE
LOY HIN JING
LYANA BINTE SHIRAZ
M DURKADASNI
NG SING YU
NG XIN YI
NGIAM LI JIA
NGUI YU YU
NICOLETTE SEE WENSHAN
NUR AFIQAH BTE SELAMAT
PANG CHIN WAYE VERA
RACHEL ANASTASIA LO WYE YAN
TAN YONG PING
TAN ZHI LENG
TAN ZIQI
TOH RUI JUN REGENE
YAP MUNHUI IRIS
YONG ZI JUN

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED AI & ANALYTICS WITH MERIT

BEY WEE LOON
CHEN KO HAN @ KENNETH CHEN
CHIA WEE LEONG
JONAS THAM MIN XUAN
KOH JUNE WEN
LIM HUR
POH KUANG YI BEVAN
QUAH JOHNNIE
SIM ZHI REN TENZIN
YEE HANG
ZHANG YUWEI

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED AI & ANALYTICS

ANDREA TAN XIN YAN
ANG QI YANG RYAN
ASHER LOW
BEH KAH HIAN SEAN
BRYAN CHYE WAI LUM
CATEDRAL ANDREA
CHEN ZHUOFAN
CHIN MING KANG
CHOO JUN HAO AVERIL
CHOO YENG HNG
CHOO ZHANQING JOSHUA
DARREN LEE DE LUN
DARRYL LIM HUI YANG
DYLAN WAN SI LE
ELDEN SIM TENG REY
FERGUSON EMMANUEL FERNANDEZ
GABRIEL YEOW
GAUTHAM ARUN
GHOSH PRATIK
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN FOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

NICHOLAS SIM JING XIANG  LEE KUAN YEW AWARD
  SINGAPORE FOOD MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION
  OCBC PRIZE
  SINGAPORE INSTITUTE OF FOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY AWARD CUM RINTOUL SCHOLARSHIP

NG SUO JIE  ALS TECHNICHEM (SINGAPORE) SILVER MEDAL

CHLOE CHUNG  TAI HUA FOOD INDUSTRIES AWARD

SEAN LIM JING KUN  NESTLE R&D AWARD

DIPLOMA IN OPTOMETRY

NEO HUI YI PENNY  JOHNSON & JOHNSON VISION SINGAPORE GOLD MEDAL

YUEN QING HAN  COOPERVISION SINGAPORE SILVER MEDAL

IAN CHEONG KAI P NG  ESSILOR SINGAPORE AWARD

DIPLOMA IN PERFUMERY & COSMETIC SCIENCE

IVIS TAN LEYI  LUBRIZOL SOUTHEAST ASIA GOLD MEDAL

DARWISYAH BINTE MOHD RADZI  CRODA SINGAPORE SILVER MEDAL

LEU XUAN YI SHERMAINE  TAYTONN AWARD

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED AI & ANALYTICS

CHEN KO HAN @ KENNETH CHEN  LEE KUAN YEW AWARD
  IMDA GOLD MEDAL
  OCBC PRIZE

CHIA WEE LEONG  SINGAPORE COMPUTER SOCIETY SILVER MEDAL

LIM HUR  JOBTECH AWARD

QUAH JOHNNIE  SCHOOL OF COMPUTING PRIZE

SIM ZHI REN TENZIN  ACCENTURE TECHNOLOGY PRIZE

YEE HANG  JOBTECH AWARD
**Graduation Ceremony 2024**

**SESSION 9**
Order of Proceedings  
Monday, 6 May 2024, 4:30 pm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Person/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC PROCESSION</td>
<td>Assembly, please rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ANTHEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING OF SESSION</td>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING ADDRESS</td>
<td>Principal &amp; CEO, Mr Soh Wai Wah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADUATION ADDRESS</td>
<td>Guest Speaker, Ms Chua Horng Shya, Managing Director, Oracle Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS</td>
<td>Deputy Senior Director, Computing, Chemical &amp; Life Sciences and Director, Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS</td>
<td>Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS</td>
<td>Guest Speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALEDICTORY SPEECH</td>
<td>Graduate Speaker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY              | Master of Ceremonies  
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall. |
SESSION 9
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

YANG ZHENHUA

DIPLOMA IN INFOCOMM SECURITY MANAGEMENT WITH MERIT

ALPHONSUS TEO JEK SON
AUM JIWOO
BRYANT TENG ZHI KAI
CHAN HAMILTON
EDISON CHAN WHYE KIT
GERNIE LORENZ MILANES ENCINAS
JESICA SOEFENDY
JUSTIN HARTANTO DERMAWAN
LEE PIN
LER YAN EN
LUCAS QUEK YUFENG
NATHAN YIANG GUAN XI
NG JUN HAN
SOH KAI MENG LEONARD

DIPLOMA IN INFOCOMM SECURITY MANAGEMENT

AAI XUN EN
AARON SEAN TANG
AIKEN NG HWAI URN
ALDAN GOH REN XUAN
ALDRICH TAN KAI RONG
AMOS LIM JUN KAI
ANDRE YAP JUN XI
ANDY KURNIAWAN BIN JAFERI
ANG JUN WEI CLEMENT
AQMAR HAZIQ S/O MOHAMED KASSIM
ARAI NARASHI RACHEL
AYESHA SIDDIQAH BINTE GULAM KATHER
CABADING ROANNE AINSLEY BARRAMEDA
CHEONG YUE MING
CHIA SENG HING
CHUA JIA WEI
CHUA MUN LING
CHUA RUI XUAN RIX
DANIEL ONG JUN RONG
DARREN LIM YONG GUANG
DARYL R LAW
DUNCAN LIM QING RONG
Elliott Ang CHANG JUN
EMMANUEL LUIS DELACRUZ FONTANILLA
EUGENE KAN CHUN KIT
GAN HANYONG
GOH CHEN WEI
GOH CHONG YONG
GOH WEE SIANG ZACHARY
HANZEL TAN CHEONG HAIG
HARSHA PRASANNA
HAW ZONG HAN
HEIN HTUT THURA
HEW WOON CHIN
HOWARD KONG LI KAI
HUANG XIU NING KARA
ISAAC CHOONG ZHU EN
JACKSON LEE ZI KANG
JADEN TENG YU JAY
JAVIER GAN MING WEI
JAY JAY TAN JING KAI
JEDIDIAH PHUA SHENGJIE
JEREMIAH WONG HUNN PIN
JETT KHUAT JIA JIAN
JIMMY LIAW CHIN YONG
JOSHUA KOH KAI KIAT
JOVIS CHAN
KEGAN WOO YI YANG
KHONG QI WEI
KIERAN WONG YAN KIT
KOH KAI EN
KOH LI ER
KOPPARTHI VAMSI KRISHNA
LAI WEI JUN
LAU JAVIER
LEE QUAN JUN ERVIN
LEE WEI JUN
LEO PHYO HEIN
LEONARD CHAI KAINENG
LI YITENG ELTON
LIM HONG YING
LIM KENG HEAN
LIM LU MING
LING ZHI EN
LIOW JUHN AN
LOW SOON KANG
LOY WEI YING
MARCUS WONG YU XUAN
MARCUS WOO CHEE KONG
MATTHIAS CHUA
MÉGAN KOO JING YING
MOHAMED FAHIM S/O MOHAMED NAINA
MUHAMMAD AMIRUL ADEEB BIN RIZAL
MUHAMMAD AQIL BIN MOHAMAD NOOR
MUHAMMAD HAZIQ RIFA'I BIN SOHAN
MUHAMMAD NAUFAL BIN TAIB
NG HONG LI
NG JING WEN
NG KI TATE-ALEXANDER
NG WEI JUN
NG WEI MING
NG YONG XIAN
NURUL AIDA BINTE ZAKARIA
ONG YI HERN MARCUS
PEARLYN OW YAN ZHEN
POH JING KAI ADRIAN
RIFQI KHUZAIRI BIN MUSA
RONALD CHANG JUN HENG
RUAN CHAMEI
SAMSON TAN
SAMUEL TAN
SATHIAH ELAMARAN
SHERI KAEL HIRALAL MANE
SHUSHANT SHASHWAT
SIBI SRINIVAS S/O GANESAN
SNG KAI EN RYAN
SURIYA RUTHAMAN S/O CHANDRAMOHan
TAM KAH CHUN
TAN BIN QIAN
TAN CHI YANG
TAN CHIN KANG SEAN
TAN KIAN KIEEE
TAN SHAWN RYU
TAN YEHAN
TAN YING SONG
TAN YU WING
TAY BANG QI JORDAN
TAY KAI ZER
TAY ZHI XIAN
TEO EE YUN
TEO YONG XIAN JOVE
TEO YUAN FONG
THAM KEY HON
TOH YI DA
TONG YEW CHING KELVIN
URIAS FRANCIS PAUL JOHN BATO
WEE LIANG YAO TRISTEN
WOO KE LI
XAVIER IGNATIUS TAN YUE JUN
YAP JOON WEE
YEESHVARAN SO RAVICHINNAYAH
YEO JIN KAI
YEO QUAN REN
YEO SHAO JIE JERALD
YEO YU JUN

DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY WITH MERIT

AKSHAY SHASHIKANT
BENGCO RANCE RADLEY CAPULONG
DARREN CHO0 JUN HENG
FO0 GUO YI
LEE RUO XUAN
LEE XUAN RONG
LI KEHAN
LIM JIA YI
NABIL R1DHWANSHAH BIN ROSLI
PEH EN CI ISAAC
SIAH WEI YU
TAN JUN ZHI BENEDICT
TOH YI ZHOU
WINDY HENG HUI YI
XAVIER TEO ZAI KEN
YAM KAR LOK
YEO XUN HUI SHELBY

DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

A VERONICA HESTER
ADITYA ADEEB ADNAN GHOSH
AGATHA SOH CHENG YUN
AIKO MENDOZA TAN
ALIF ASYRAAF BIN MD ALI
AMALIE CHUA QI WEI
LI HUISHI
LIM HONG WEI
LIM JIA JUN
LIM JIA LE TITUS
LIM JUN AN
LIM JUN DONG
LIM JUN HONG DYLAN
LIM SEE PUI
LIM XIAO VERNE
LIM ZI YANG
LINCOLN KWOK RAY YOUNG
LIOW KENG YONG
LOH JUN HENG CLARENCE
LOH WEI SIONG
LOKE JIAN CHENG GABRIEL
LOW BING XUAN
LOW JIN QUAN JERON
MATTHEW LIM JING HENG
MATTHEW NG JUN BIN
MENG XIAN HAO
MI LIN CHENG
MOHAMED SHUAIB SIRAJUDEEN
MOHAMMAD SYAQUYI BIN NOWAWIE
MUHAMMAD HIFZUR RAHMAN BIN MOHAMAD ZUKI
MUHAMMAD IZMAL NOAH BIN MOHAMMAD ALI
MUHAMMAD IZAN BIN YUSMAN
MUHAMMAD NUHSYAH PUTRA BIN RAMLE
MYAT MIN HTET
NEO JIA QING JEREMY
NEO YU HONG
NG JUN HAN SHAUN
NG KAI JUN
NG KEE LUN
NG MING XUAN
NG PING HOW
NG QI YUEN
NG SEE JUI
NG SHAO WEI JERRY
NICO CHUA WEE FONG
NUR SYAZLIYARNI BINTI ZAZALI
ONG HIN JOURN
ONG MING XIAN
ONG ZHEMING MAXX
ONG ZHI RONG
PANG GUAN XI
PHANG YI JIE
PREMRAJ JAZIEL ROBIN
QUAHA QING LONG
QUEK WEI LIN
R DYLAN DAVINDRA
RAI SHAYAN AHMED KHALAR
RAJASEGAN NITHISH SAMI
RAUNULLO ADRIAN Lester BALISACAN
RAUL LOW SHIN WEI
RIZWAN YUSUF BIN MALICK
SHEIKH ABBRA BIN SHEIKH HAIKEL BAJRAI
SHIRIN RUTH
SIM DING HNG BRENNAN
SIM LEI RONG
SITI SYAZWANI BINTI JUSRI
SKYLAR PHUA YU LE
STEVEN XI KE TIAN
SWATHI R
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN INFOCOMM SECURITY MANAGEMENT

GHERNIE LORENZ MILLANES ENCINAS, IMDA GOLD MEDAL
LUCAS QUEK YUFENG, SINGAPORE COMPUTER SOCIETY SILVER MEDAL
ALPHONSUS TEO JEK SON, ASSOCIATION OF INFORMATION SECURITY PROFESSIONALS PRIZE
AUM JIWOO, SCHOOL OF COMPUTING PRIZE
JESICA SOEFENDY, ISACA AWARD
JUSTIN HARTANTO DERMAWAN, SCHOOL OF COMPUTING PRIZE
LER YAN EN, ASSOCIATION OF INFORMATION SECURITY PROFESSIONALS PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

LIM JIA YI, CHUA CHOR TECK GOLD MEDAL, IMDA GOLD MEDAL
TAN JUN ZHI BENEDICT, SINGAPORE COMPUTER SOCIETY SILVER MEDAL
LEE RUO XUAN, MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE PRIZE
LEE XUAN RONG, DIGIPEN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY SINGAPORE AWARD
LI KEHAN, SYMRISE PRIZE
NABIL RIDHWANSHAH BIN ROSLI, ACCENTURE TECHNOLOGY PRIZE
PEH EN CI ISAAC, ACCENTURE TECHNOLOGY PRIZE
SIAH WEI YU, SCHOOL OF COMPUTING PRIZE
XAVIER TEO ZAI KEN, SYMRISE PRIZE
Graduation Ceremony 2024

SESSION 10
Order of Proceedings
Tuesday, 7 May 2024, 9:30 am

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Assembly, please rise

NATIONAL ANTHEM

OPENING OF SESSION
Master of Ceremonies

OPENING ADDRESS
Principal & CEO
Mr Soh Wai Wah

GRADUATION ADDRESS
Guest-of-Honour
Mr Heng Swee Keat
Deputy Prime Minister and Coordinating Minister for Economic Policies

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Deputy Senior Director, Engineering and Director, Electrical & Electronic Engineering

PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS AND COURSE MEDALS
Chairman / Member, Board of Governors

PRESENTATION OF INSTITUTIONAL AWARDS
Guest-of-Honour

VALEDCITORY SPEECH
Graduate Speaker

ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY
Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall.
SESSION 10
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING WITH MERIT

BRANDON LEE WEI QUAN
CHAI JIA ZHI
CHIA ZHI FENG
EDDIE Khor FENG KUANG
EILEEN TEOH YAN ZHEN
GABRIEL BOEY KAI XIANG
GEE WEN HUI
HO WEI ZHE
JAVIER LEE
JIRANUN CHULPAIBUL
JULIET TANG CHOW LOK
KEE SI LIN
LI TIANZE
LINUS LAI YEOW Kiat
MAHESH S KUNALAN
MOHAMAD Hadi BIN MOHAMAD THAUFik
MUHAMMAD ARIF BIN ERI TANTAWI
MUHAMMAD FAIS BIN IBRAHIM
NEW JOO WEI
NG QI YING
NG YAN EN
NGIAM YING HUI
RACHEL TAN
RYAN SNG ZHONG JUN
SAMUEL ONG ZI YANG
WONG HENG Yi
XIA ZIJIN
YIN RUILong

DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

A’AQil ZHAFIF BIN SYED ABDUL HAFIZ
AHMAD AZHARUL ISLAM BIN MUHAMMAD GHAZZALI ABDULLAH
AHMED MAS HUSNAN BIN MASNUM
AKMAL HAKIM BIN AMIR HAMZA
AL EZRA BIN MOHAMED AL JOHAN
ALDEN CHIN
AMOS LEM YU KAI
ANAKIN LOI NGOK FONG
ANBALAGAN SHRIVATHSAN
ANDY NG JIN SHU
ANG KAI YANG
ANG WEI FENG LUCAS
ANSEL CHOO ENG QUAN
ANURAN PATRICK KIER JOSHUA JAURIGUE
ARIQ MATIN BIN ABDUL MALIK
ARJUN JAYAKUMAR
AU YONG JUN YIN
AUNI FAQIHAH BINTE HASSIM
BHANdARI HARSH VIKAS
BRANDON CHEONG JING XIANG
BRIAN LEE YING HAO
BRIAN RENESH FRANCIS
BRYAN SOH DING SHENG
AWARD WINNERS

POLYTECHNIC GOLD MEDALS AND AWARDS FOR TOP STUDENTS

LEE KUAN YEW AWARD

CHEN KO HAN @ KENNETH CHEN  DIPLOMA IN APPLIED AI & ANALYTICS
HOE JOThAM  DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
NICHOLAS SIM JING XIANG  DIPLOMA IN FOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
TEY WEI JUN DILLON  DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING WITH BUSINESS

TOH CHIN CHYE GOLD MEDAL

DREA LAI JIE NING  DIPLOMA IN ARCHITECTURE

LOW GUAN ONN GOLD MEDAL

CHAN SHI HUI MIKKI  DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

CHUA CHOR TECK GOLD MEDAL

LIM JIA YI  DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

TAN KAY YONG GOLD MEDAL

NG KHENG HOON  DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN

TAY ENG SOON GOLD MEDAL

MOK YEE YI  DIPLOMA IN MEDIA, ARTS & DESIGN
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

SAMUEL ONG ZI YANG  ST ENGINEERING GOLD MEDAL
MAHESH S KUNALAN  SP GROUP SILVER MEDAL
CHIA ZHI FENG  CHINT GLOBAL PRIZE
EDDIE KHOR FENG KUANG  ADVANTEST (SINGAPORE) PRIZE
EILEEN TEOH YAN ZHEN  ADVANTEST (SINGAPORE) PRIZE
GEE WEN HUI  CHINT GLOBAL PRIZE
HO WEI ZHE  ADVANTEST (SINGAPORE) PRIZE
LINUS LAI YEOW KIAT  ANEXUS PRIZE
NEW JOO WEI  ADVANTEST (SINGAPORE) PRIZE
NG YAN EN  RF360 SINGAPORE PRIZE
RACHEL TAN  ANEXUS PRIZE
RYAN SNG ZHONG JUN  ADVANTEST (SINGAPORE) PRIZE
WONG HENG YI  CHINT GLOBAL PRIZE
XIA ZIJIN  CHINT GLOBAL PRIZE
## Graduation Ceremony 2024

**SESSION 11**  
Order of Proceedings  
Tuesday, 7 May 2024, 1:00 pm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC PROCESSION</td>
<td>Assembly, please rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL ANTHEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING OF SESSION</td>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| OPENING ADDRESS                      | Principal & CEO  
Mr Soh Wai Wah                                                          |
| GRADUATION ADDRESS                   | Guest Speaker  
Mr Chen Kin Siong  
Co-Founder and CISO  
InsiderSecurity |
| PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS             | Deputy Senior Director, Engineering and  
Director, Electrical & Electronic Engineering                                   |
| PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS         | Member, Board of Governors /  
Guest Speaker                                                                |
| PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS        | Guest Speaker                                                                    |
| VALEDICTORY SPEECH                   | Graduate Speaker                                                                 |
| ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY              | Master of Ceremonies  
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall. |
SESSION 11
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING WITH MERIT

CHAN YAN HUI RYAN
CHIA JIN ANN
CHIA KEI PEI
DYLAN POH JUN XIANG
GOH JIE LING
GUNASEKARAN KRUSHNAVISHAL
HOE JOTHAM
KOH YAO ZHANG LUCAS
KUAH ZHI HAO
LEE JIA AN
LEONG YI WEI
LIM JIE LE
LIM YEO DI
NEO WEI LE
NIKEL GABRIEL MORAIS
OW YANG ZHI QIANG
OW ZHENG YANG
REYES THAM MENG FENG
S KESAVAN
SENG BOON KIAT
TAN KOH MING
TEO RUI YANG NATHANIEL
TOH MEI JUN JOLYN
WILFRED LAN HAN WEI
WONG DU YUAN

DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

AARON THOMAS LESTARI MASON
ABIRAMI BASKARAN
ACACIA TEH XIANG LIN
ADRIAN TEO JIA EN
AHMAD AQIL BIN MUHAMMAD RIDZWAN
AHMAD KHAIR HADI BIN AHMAD JAMAL
AKASH UTHAYAN
AKATHTHIYAN LENIN
ALFRED GOH DUO YANG
ALIFNUR SYAZWAN BIN MOHAMAD YAMIN
AMALI TAUFIQ BIN ANDRY ERFANTO
AMSYAR PUTRA BIN MOHAMMAD NOORHAFIZ
ANG JIA YE TRISTEN
ANG KAI JIE
ANG RUI LI JEREMY
ASHA MATHYALAKAN
AVIEL LORENZ ABANES VILLANUEVA
AVIUS LEE HENG RUI
BAJAMONDE KEN SANTIAGO
BEE WEI CHENG
BENJAMIN PANG ZHI HAO
BENSON LEE ZHE SENG
BRANDON KOH JUN XIAN
BRIANS TJIPTO MEIDJANTO
CAELAN YIP TZENG FOONG
CAO ZHERAN

CAO ZHERAN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEW JUN WEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEY JIN CHENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM BOON LENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM CONG YING MANFRED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM JING KANG DONOVAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM JING WEI ETHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM KIM LENG JEANIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM MENG KHENG ALISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM SHAO LONG SEAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM WEI ZHI EDWYN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM YONG GUANG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM ZHI YANG THEODORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN LIHONG ALBERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN YUAN ZE EZRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN ZEWEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIU RUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOH CHUN HENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOK ZHENG HONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW PING HAO ARTHUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIU MIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCAS CHEONG WAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCAS YIP HING HOY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUI ZHAO XIAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA JIADE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDALAPU MANOJ SAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARZAN ROY JOHN LloydPAMINTUAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAUNG MAUNG WATHONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY MEE MEE THAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRZA SHAFAT BIN RIZAL IDWIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHAMAD NURAIHAN BIN MOHAMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHAMED RIFAH S/O MOHAMED FAROOK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHAMMED IRFAN SHADAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMAD FIRDAUS BIN MOHAMAD RIZAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMAD LUTFIL AL-HADI BIN MOHAMAD NISHAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD ADIL BIN OSMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD DANIAL BIN ABDUL RAHIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD FIRMAN SHAH BIN ROSLANI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD HAZIQ BIN HAMKAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD MIRZA AQMAL BIN MOHAMED NOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD MUJAHID BIN NAZARUDDIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD SHAFIQUL HAQ BIN RAZALI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHAMMAD SYARIF HILMI BIN ROSLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUHD AMIR RUSYDI JAARAF BIN MOHD RAMLAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASHIRA BINTE MOHAMMED RAFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIVEEN GOPALKRISHNAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVINN RAMAN KUNASEGAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO XUAN WEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG JUN KAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG QI HAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG SHI QING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG XIAN FENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG ZHENG RUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG ZHI HOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUR ALIYAH BINTE MAWASI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUR DIYANAH BINTE ALMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH JIAN DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH KAI THIAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI KAI YUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONG CAIUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONG CHIN LONG RON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONG JUN HENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONG XUAN JUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONG YI YAO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
XANN TAN JUN JIE  
YAM YU CHENG SAMUEL  
YAN KUM HOONG  
YANG BAIQUAN  
YAP HUI JIE RACHEL  
YAP YONG JING BRENDA  
YAP ZEN TENG  
YEE YI FENG  
YEO HAO EN ADBEEL  
YEO KAI  
YEOW MING XIANG  
YONG YI CHEN  

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING WITH BUSINESS WITH MERIT  

CHIA MING YANG BRYAN  
FONG ZHI LUM  
JAVIER GOH YONG LUN  
KALAISELVAN SIDDARTH  
KANG JOO ANN ADRIAN  
LEE HUAN HERN RYAN  
TAN LAK KEE  
TEY WEI HAO  
TEY WEI JUN DILLON  
XAVIER LIM JUN WEI

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING WITH BUSINESS  

AMEEN AZEEZ S/O ANSARI  
ASHTON GARETH TAY KAI YUAN  
AW ZI BING  
BRANDON LOH YU HENG  
CHASKA TAN JIA JIE  
CHEE KAI MENG  
CHEN YONG YI ZOEY  
CHEN YUANFEI  
CHEONG MING HERN  
CHEONG YAN CHEN  
CHEW DAI QUAN JOVAN  
CHEW EN WEI  
CHEW XUAN WEI  
CHOI SONG YANG DANIEL  
CRYSTAL ANG  
DON TAY JIA WEE  
ELTON FOO MING JIE  
EMMELINE GOH SI HUI  
EVELYN TEO PEI PEI  
FREDERICO FORTINO LIM  
GAN JING XUAN  
GOH SHANNON  
GU ZHIXIANG  
HIZRUL IMAN BIN HANAFFI BIN OMAR  
HO SHENG XIAN DARWIN  
IAN CHUA  
JAVIER TAN YONG YING  
JEFFREY LIEW JIA HAO  
JERVIS OW  
JOEL TEONG  
JUDAH LEE  
KALIMUTHU SHRIVISHANTH  
KEAK JIA LING  
KOH SAU WEE
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

HOE JOTHAM
LEE KUAN YEW AWARD
DELL TECHNOLOGIES GOLD MEDAL
OCBC PRIZE

NIGEL GABRIEL MORAIS
CISCO SYSTEMS SILVER MEDAL

CHAN YAN HUI RYAN
CISCO SYSTEMS PRIZE

GUNASEKARAN KRUSHNAVISHAL
DELL TECHNOLOGIES PRIZE

LEONG YI WEI
ST ENGINEERING PRIZE

LIM YEO DI
DELL TECHNOLOGIES PRIZE

NEO WEI LE
ST ENGINEERING PRIZE

OW YANG ZHI QIANG
ST ENGINEERING PRIZE

OW ZHENG YANG
SP GROUP PRIZE

REYES THAM MENG FENG
ST ENGINEERING PRIZE

TEO RUI YANG NATHANIEL
DELL TECHNOLOGIES PRIZE

TOH MEI JUN JOLYN
DELL TECHNOLOGIES PRIZE

WONG DU YUAN
DELL TECHNOLOGIES PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING WITH BUSINESS

TEY WEI JUN DILLON
LEE KUAN YEW AWARD
CISCO SYSTEMS GOLD MEDAL
ALFRED ROBERT EDIS PRIZE
OCBC PRIZE

CHIA MING YANG BRYAN
SMRT SILVER MEDAL
THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS GOLD MEDAL AWARD

FONG ZHI LUM
SMRT PRIZE

KALAISELVAN SIDDARTH
SMRT PRIZE

XAVIER LIM JUN WEI
CHINT GLOBAL PRIZE
Graduation Ceremony 2024

SESSION 12
Order of Proceedings
Tuesday, 7 May 2024, 4:30 pm

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Assembly, please rise

NATIONAL ANTHEM

OPENING OF SESSION
Master of Ceremonies

OPENING ADDRESS
Principal & CEO
Mr Soh Wai Wah

GRADUATION ADDRESS
Guest Speaker
Mr Winston Hoo
Director, Operations
Bombardier Aerospace Services Singapore Pte Ltd

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Deputy Senior Director, Engineering and Director, Electrical & Electronic Engineering
Acting Deputy Senior Director, Engineering and Acting Director, Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering

PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS
Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker

PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS
Guest Speaker

VALEDICTORY SPEECH
Graduate Speaker

ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY
Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall.
SESSION 12
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

DIPLOMA IN AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS WITH MERIT

ALOYSIUS ONG YE HUNG
CHAN KAH HANG
CHING SHI YONG EDRIC
DAVID TAN SOON WEE
HANSEN WEE
HO YI QUAN ISAAC
JOSHUA LIM HAO JIE
KEANNE NISTELROY ALMONTE IMATONG
LEE WEI XUAN
SOH YU XUAN
WEE SHENG EN KENNY

DIPLOMA IN AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS

ADILA ZAHIDA BINTE ABDULLAH
AHMAD BADAWI BIN NORAZAM
AIKEN CHUA ZONG XUAN
AKILAN S/O VETRICHELVAN
ALESTER LAN SHI-JIE
AMIT PANDYA
AW ZI YANG
BANASEER BEGAM D/O LEYAAKKATH ALLI
BRANDON NG JIAN HAO
CADERIC YEO
CAO GUOXUAN
CHAN WAI SAN STELLA
CHANEL YEO NING
CHE HAIDONG
CHEN KAIRUI
CHIA PING JUI
CHIEN JIA YING
CHONG LAWRENCE JUNNIE BANDONG
CHRISTA YEOW WAI FONG
CHUA WEN ZHONG
CLEMENT CHEONG WAI YU
DAMON NG YU HENG
DANIAL HADI BIN HAMRILL HEZRI
DARREN DAYANAND
DARREN LEE YEW LOONG
DAVEN CHEONG GAH LE
DENZEL CHAN KAH FAI
ESTRELLA CARL JUSTIN NICOL
GEORGE TAN SZE WEI
GOH XUE NI
HTET MYET LYNN
IGNATIUS TAN YIK KAI
JERRY TAN SONG KIT
JOSIAH OW KIN HOE
JOVAN LOW JUN YU
JUDESON GOH YU HANG
JUN MATSUMOTO
JUSTIN EE ZHENG TING
KRISPIAN TAN JIE XIN
KURNIADI BIN MOHAMMAD IRWAN
DIPLOMA IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING WITH MERIT

AHMAD SALMAN ALFARISI BIN MAZLAN
CHIN YUE JUN
CHOI KAI XUAN
EDRYSS PALLAS SIM
ELGIN LAU SEO KHENG
GOH JOSHUA
JONATHAN LEE MIN WOO
JONATHAN YINGHUA STEWART CROSSLAND
KOH KAI JUN
LAI AENEAS
LAU XUAN WEI
LIEW BO XUAN SVENSON
LIM GUAN XUAN LUCAS
MAUNG MOE YAN HTUT THWIN
MUUKARA SUNDAR KOKUL KRISHNA
PANG HYIN HAN
SEAN TAN YONG SHEN
SUDHAGAR PRADEEP
TAN ZHIXUAN
WONG YI TUNG

DIPLOMA IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

AARON RESSE ANG I-AN
ABDUL QAYYUM BIN ABDUL MALIK
ABDUL QUDDUS BIN ABDUL LATIF
ADEN ONG TZYY TSONG
ADEN TAN YUE JUN
ADRIAN YAN XI XIANG
AHMAD BIN MUHAMAD AIDIL
AIDAN YIP HAY YUEN
AMEER ZUFAIRIN BIN NORAZMIN YAP
ANG WEI JIE
ANG YUE YANG
ANG ZI XUAN
ARAVIND KARTHIKEYAN
AUNG MYAT
BAI JIHENG
BOLLEPALLI TEJASWIN
CARYS JAEL LAW JIE YING
CASTILLO ADRIAN RAY BAGUIO
CELESTE RUTH CHIA YU XUAN
CHAN DA WEI
CHAN XIN YAO
CHAN ZIYI WEBSTER
CHEANG CHI HONG SHAWN
CHEE MING HUI
CHEN MING
CHENG WEE YAN
CHENG YEW YUAN HENRY
CHIA CHIN KAI
CHIA MENG HONG XYLON
CHING ERNEST ANTONIO
CHONG LI QIN
CHONG QINYI SHERMAINE
CHUA BING HONG SCOTT
CHUA JUN XIANG
CHUA SHI EN
CZACHARY ERICSON GEMENTIZA GUTIERREZ
DANIEL ALEXANDER LO KWOK HYN
DANZEL SNG YUN ZHI
DARON KER TECK WOON
DOMINIC YEW MENG YI
ELIJAH SEAN ATE PATROCINIO
ESMON TAY JING HAN
ETHAN CHRISTIAN LEE KEN YEN
MOHAMMAD MAHIDUL HASSAN
MOHD NAIMUR RAHIM SEYAM
MUHAMMAD AZRUL HATTA BIN AZMAN
MUHAMMAD DANESH BIN MOHAMED IQBAL
MUHAMMAD DANIAL BIN HAIRUL
MUHAMMAD FARREEL BIN MOHAMMAD NAZIR
MUHAMMAD FAZLI BIN HAZRIN
MUHAMMAD HAZIQ BIN YUSRI
MUHAMMAD IAN HARITH B YUSRADI
MUHAMMAD IHSAAIN S/O NIZAR AHAMED
MUHAMMAD IRFAN MOHD ALI
MUHAMMAD NABEL RISKAN BIN SHAIFUL BAHRI
MUHAMMAD NUH BIN AYUB
MUHAMMAD RAFEES BIN RAZALI
MUHAMMAD SHAHIRAN BIN SAZALI
NAQIB HIDAYAT BIN NAZRIN HIZAL
NEO ZHAN QUAN
NEXUS LEE RUI HENG
NG CHIN SIANG
NG GUAN XUN JADEN
NG WENJUN
NG ZHEN XING
NICHOLAS JUNUS
NUR NADHIRAH DIANAH BIN MOHAMMED IRZAN
ONG JUN KEAT HEYCTOR
ONG JUN PENG HERBERT
ONG ZI HENG
OOI WEI XIANG
PARIYAVALAPPI ANIL ABHISHEK
PEACE TIONG QI QI
PHOA KELVEN
POH ANYA
QI LIN
RAGHU GANESH SIDHARTH RAGURAM
RENESH S/O CHANDRAN
RESHIKUMAR VIJAYAKUMAR @ RESHIKUMAR S/O VIJAYAKUMAR
RIANE CHOW
RIYAN FIRDAUS BIN RHYME
ROHANESH ANathan
ROY DING BOON MING
ROYCE TAY JIA QING
RYAN CHEN RUI YANG
SAKTHIVEL S/O KULASEKARAN
SAW LAY MOO TAW
SEAH YAN KIT
SEBASTIAN KHOO FENG TENG
SEOW KIT HINT
SEOW TIAN REN DARREN
SHANKAR CASTRO KUMAR
SHARMAIN'NE LAU SHI MEI
SHAYNA GOH ENXUAN
SKY LAM SIANG YAW
SONG WOO SEOP
TAN DING BANG
TAN KIAT MENG
TAN KWANG WEI BRYAN
TAN QIYUAN JOSHUA
TANG ZI YANG
TAYLOR TEO
TEE JIA ZHE
TENG MING FENG
TENZIN TSUNDU
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS

WEE SHENG EN KENNY  ST ENGINEERING GOLD MEDAL
HO YI QUAN ISAAC  ST ENGINEERING SILVER MEDAL
CHAN KAH HANG  SMRT PRIZE
CHING SHI YONG EDRIC  ROLLS-ROYCE SINGAPORE PRIZE
KEANNE NISTELROY ALMONTE  ROLLS-ROYCE SINGAPORE PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

TAN ZHIXUAN  SIA ENGINEERING GOLD MEDAL
JONATHAN YINGHUA STEWART CROSSLAND  THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS GOLD MEDAL AWARD
EDRYSS PALLAS SIM  ROLLS-ROYCE MERIT AWARD
JONATHAN LEE MIN WOO  TECMAVEN MERIT AWARD
LAU XUAN WEI  TECMAVEN MERIT AWARD
LIM GUAN XUAN LUCAS  ST ENGINEERING AEROSPACE MERIT AWARD
MAUNG MOE YAN HTUT THWIN  ST ENGINEERING AEROSPACE MERIT AWARD
MUKKARA SUNDAR KOKUL KRISHNA  SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL & AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING PRIZE
PANG HYIN HAN  ALPHALINE MERIT AWARD
SUDHAGAR PRADEEP  ST ENGINEERING AEROSPACE MERIT AWARD
Graduation Ceremony 2024

**SESSION 13**

Order of Proceedings
Wednesday, 8 May 2024, 9:30 am

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Official</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACADEMIC PROCESSION</strong></td>
<td>Assembly, please rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NATIONAL ANTHEM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPENING OF SESSION</strong></td>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPENING ADDRESS</strong></td>
<td>Principal &amp; CEO Mr Soh Wai Wah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **GRADUATION ADDRESS**                   | Guest Speaker
Professor Ang Wei Tech
Associate Professor
School of Mechanical & Aerospace
Engineering and Lee Kong Chian School
of Medicine, Nanyang Technological
University                                 |
| **PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS**             | Acting Deputy Senior Director, Engineering and Acting Director,
Mechanical and Aeronautical
Engineering                                         |
| **PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS**         | Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker                                        |
| **PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS**        | Guest Speaker                                                                     |
| **VALEDICTORY SPEECH**                   | Graduate Speaker                                                                  |
| **ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY**              | Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall. |
SESSION 13
GRADUANDS
SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL AND AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

DIPLOMA IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING WITH MERIT

ALLAZARUSZ CHEONG JI KIN
ASHLEY KIT ZOON LER
CHAI KAI JUN ERVIN
HEIN SAN
HONG JUN HAN
JAYDEN KHOO JING HAO
JIMMY YEK JOO SENG
JOVAN WONG JUN WEI
KOH SIN HART
KWN XUN YANG
LIW ZhONG HENG
NG MING TAI
POH BAO ZHEN
SHINN THANT LWIN
TAN ISAAC
TAN XUAN YUN JOYOUS
TAN YIAN HAU
TASEEN BIN ASHRAF
WONG JING HAO KENJI
WONG XIN JIE
YEO HAO WHYI
YEOW MING JIE
YIP RUI XIANG BRANDON
ZAMORANOS JAIRUZ GACUSANA

DIPLOMA IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

A MUGILAN
ABU HIRZAN BIN ABDUL RAHMAN
ABU HURRAIRAH BIN ABU HUSSIN
ADRIAN BIN MOHAMMED FADZLI
AGGAR MOE SWE
ALFIYAN AKID BIN MOHAMMAD GHAUZ
ALHBERT FRANCEIS TRINIDAD AROBAN
AMANDA TAN CHENG HUI
AMIR FAUZI BIN SHAHRIL
AMIR HAZIQ BIN MAFIZ
ANDY KOH
ANG KAI ZE LEONARD
ANTARJOT SINGH SARIN
ARIHAN PUTRA BIN ARIESMAN DJAYA
AYATON MATTHEW PAGLINAWAN
AZMAN BIN MAHAMMAD
BARREDA ESCUADRO JOSH EMANUEL
BRYAN JULEO
CEDRYCH CHEN HONG ZHI
CHAI YI HUI
CHAN HAN WEI
CHAN JIA HAO
CHAN SHAO HENG
CHANTILLE LEE YAN YING
CHEN TIONG TECK
CHENG WEN RAY CONRAD
CHENG XUE EN SEAN
DIPLOMA IN MECHATRONICS & ROBOTICS WITH MERIT

ALOYSIUS QUEK YAO LONG
CHAW JIA JIN
EMILY THIO JIA EN
JOHN GABRIEL GAMBOA FERRANCOL
DIPLOMA IN MECHATRONICS & ROBOTICS

ANG MING XIAN
ARBAZ ALI
AUNG KYAW MOE @ YULE CHUNE
AUSTIN GAN EN
BRYAN ASAEL
BRYCEN LEE
CAIMOL KIM GERALD CRUZ
CALLIE WONG
CHEAH KUM HOONG
CHEW PO-CHIN
CHEW ZHI HSIEN ADRIAN
CHIN YONG PENG
CHONG KAI EN
CHOW CHENG RUI CALEB
CHUNG KAI HENG
CHUNG XIAN DONG KITSON
DARREN KOH JUN WEI
DARWIN LIM JUN LONG
DELVIN OH FENG MING
DONG YUCHENG
GABRIEL CHEE KENG YEOW
GOH BING HENG
GUAN HAOMIN JOSHUA
GUCON RAFFAELE VRYAN MANCENIDO
HO KA TING
HO MIN HAN DELVIN
ISAAC AKIF AUNG NAING
ISYRAF NUR IRFAN BIN BORHANUDIN
JONAS TAN ZHENG
JOSHUA CLAY PASCUAL MAGUNDAYAO
K DHANESH
KELVIN LIM GUO HUI
KOH ENRAAY
KOH JIA JIE AUSTIN
KOH YUN YE
KWEK KAI EN KAREN
LEE AIK HONG MARCUS
LEE SELWYNN
LEE WEN KAI JAVIER
LEE WENN XUAN
LI XIANG
LIEW SHENG JUN AUSTEN
LIM CHIN LOONG
LIM JUN YONG
MARCUS LIM JUN LIANG
MATHIN BIN MOHAMAD RIZAL HUSAINY
MAXIMUS NG ZHENGLONG
MOK YAO KAI ELSTON
MUHAMMAD FURQAN BIN ABDULLAH
MUHAMMAD MUNIR BIN MOHAMAD JUMLI
MUHAMMAD QAMAL BIN NORDIN
MUN HAO INC
NASRULLAH BIN RAHU SHAHREIL
NG HONG YONG MATTHEW
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

TAN YIAN HAU AEM SINGAPORE GOLD MEDAL
JIMMY YEK JOO SENG ST ENGINEERING LAND SYSTEMS SILVER MEDAL
ALLAZARUSZ CHEONG JI KIN ASSAB STEELS SINGAPORE MERIT AWARD
HONG JUN HAN SEATRIUM PRIZE
JOVAN WONG JUN WEI TECHTOWN MERIT AWARD
KOH SIN HART BECTON DICKINSON MERIT AWARD
NG MING TAI SEATRIUM PRIZE
TAN ISAAC BECTON DICKINSON MERIT AWARD
TAN XUAN YUN JOYOUS BECTON DICKINSON MERIT AWARD
WONG XIN JIE SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL & AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING PRIZE
YEO HAO WHYI TECHTOWN MERIT AWARD
ZAMORANOS JAIRUZ GACUSANA SEATRIUM PRIZE

DIPLOMA IN MECHATRONICS & ROBOTICS

EMILY THIO JIA EN ST ENGINEERING LAND SYSTEMS GOLD MEDAL
TANG TAI YU SICK SILVER MEDAL
ALOYSIUS QUEK YAO LONG SICK MERIT AWARD
JOHN GABRIEL GAMBOA FERRANCOL SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL & AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING PRIZE
NG QIAN WEI WINNIE ASSAB STEELS SINGAPORE MERIT AWARD
Graduation Ceremony 2024

**SESSION 14**
Order of Proceedings
Wednesday, 8 May 2024, 1:00 pm

**ACADEMIC PROCESSION**
Assembly, please rise

**NATIONAL ANTHEM**

**OPENING OF SESSION**
Master of Ceremonies

**OPENING ADDRESS**
Principal & CEO
Mr Soh Wai Wah

**GRADUATION ADDRESS**
Guest Speaker
Dr David Low
CEO, Advanced Remanufacturing and Technology Centre (ARTC), and Executive Director of Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR)

**PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS**
Director, Professional and Adult Continuing Education Academy

**PRESENTATION OF PRIZE AWARDS**
Member, Board of Governors / Guest Speaker

**PRESENTATION OF COURSE MEDALS**
Guest Speaker

**VALEDICTORY SPEECH**
Graduate Speaker

**ADJOURNMENT OF CEREMONY**
Master of Ceremonies
Assembly, please rise and remain standing until the Procession leaves the hall.
SESSION 14
GRADUANDS
PROFESSIONAL AND ADULT CONTINUING EDUCATION (PACE) ACADEMY

DIPLOMA IN APPLIED SCIENCE (INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY & LIFE SCIENCES)

CHEW JIA YI, WINSON
GOH JUN RONG
IZZAHAH HAZIRAH BINTE MOHAMAD ROSZEE
NUR ASYURA BINTE MOHAMAD SAID
NURUL ASYIQIN BINTE SAMSUDIN
SHULHA BINTE HASSAN
TAN XIN QUAN

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (ADVANCED MANUFACTURING)

AMMAR ASHADIQ PINTO
CHEE ZHENG BING
ELSOFIYANA BINTE ABDULLAH
ETHAN HAN DEAN SIU
GUO RUIGDONG
HAN JINZHIANG
HAN XIONGDING, SEAN
KHALIFATAL KHALIDA BIN SAHHIRAN
LIM JUN WEI WILLIAM
LOO CHUN LEONG
MAHADHIR BIN HARON
MOHAMMAD ZULKIFLI BIN ZON
MOHAN RAJ CHANDRAN
MUHAMMAD AL SHAMIR BIN AZMAN
MUHAMMAD AZHAR BIN AZIZ
MUHAMMAD SYAMSUL AMRI BIN MOHD NIZAR
SATHESHKUMAR S/O GANESAN
SHAIF IRFANULLAH SHAIK ALAIDEEN
TAO AIMING

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (COMPUTER NETWORK & SYSTEMS)

ABDUL HAFIZ ABDUL GAFAR
CHAN CHEE CHOON
CHEN SUET SIN
CHIAM TOON LOKE
CHUA LI YING JESLYN
FARZANAH BTE ALI
FIRZA AQILAH BINTE UMAR
FOO MENG AIK
FOO THONG KEEN
GANESAN S/O PERUMAL
GUO MAO
HAKIM BIN HAMSAN
ISAAC CHUNG JIA JUN
JASON KANG CHOON WEI
KEEGAN TAN QI YUN
KHAIRODDIN KHAN
KHOO LAY CHOO, DORIS
KOH XUE LE, SHERYL
KUMARASINGHE HETTIARACHCHIGE NISHANTHA KUMARASINGHE
DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (CONTROL & AUTOMATION)

ADRIAN NG
AUNG NAING HTOO
CHAN RAPHAEL
EDDIE WONG JUN XIANG
JIANG WENJIE
JOHN MAK KHEI TSENG
KARMA EFFENDI BIN MOHAMED KARFI
KWEK KOOK MIN, CHRISTOPHER
LIU ZHILANG
MOHAMMED RASOOL BIN SHAHUL HAMID
MUHAMMAD SHUKRI BIN MOHD SHARIB
ONG SHIAO YING
SEAH KAI KHEE
SUN XIN
TEH YUAN JUN
UDAYAPPAN ARUMUGAM
WONG SAI MUN
WU DEXIN
ZHANG JIAN

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (ELECTRICAL – RAPID TRANSIT TECHNOLOGY)

DIDI JUMARDY BIN SUKARBI
MOHAMMED HIZAL BIN HAMZAH
MOHAMMED ISKANDAR BIN AMIN
MOHAMMED MOCKTAR BIN SELAMAT
MUHAMMAD AMIR BIN ROSTAM
MUHAMMAD HAFIZ BIN MAHAT

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL – RAPID TRANSIT TECHNOLOGY)

ABU BAKAR SIDIQ BIN JAMALUDIN
HAIRUL IZZAMIR BIN FADZIL
LAU MING HANN
MOHAMD HAFIZ BIN MOHD HAZLAN
MUHAMMAD HAikal BIN JAFFAR
MUHAMMAD SYAHIN BIN SALAMAT
SYAFIQ BIN MAHMOD

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY)

AHMAD FAIRUZI BIN RUSLAN
ALOYSIUS CHOW WAI HUN
AMIRUL FARIS BIN ZAHARI
BJORN NG JUN HAO
CHOO YONGJIE
DEMA MALLIKARJUNA RAO
DOMINIC TAN WEI JUN
FARZA FARMAYISH Binte FAROOK
GAN BOON SIONG
GOH HENG QING
GUO LIN
HU HONGHUA
JAIPAL SINGH
JUDE TAN POH SUN
KOH WEI QIANG
LEE KIN HONG
LIM FANG SEN
MOHAMD HAIRULDIN BIN ABDUL RAHMAN
MOHAMED HAFIZ BIN MOHAMED ALWI
MOHAMMAD Hazard BIN MOHD HAZLI
MOHAMMAD SAIFULLAH BIN ALI
MOHAMMAD SOLEHIN BIN ALIAS
MOHAMMAD SUFYAN BIN ABDUL RAHMAN
MUHAMAD FARHAN BIN JAILANI
MUHAMAD FIRMAN BIN AHMAD
MUHAMAD IMAN BIN NOORDIN
MUHAMMAD AKMAL BIN AZZMAN
MUHAMMAD AKRAM BIN ABDUL KADER JILANI
MUHAMMAD ALI BIN OMAR
MUHAMMAD AQIL BIN MD ZAINOTDINI
MUHAMAD DANIAL BIN ISHAK
MUHAMMAD FARUQ AMIN BIN MOHAMED ATAN
MUHAMMAD FAZDLI BIN HUSIN
MUHAMMAD FITRI BIN AZHARI
MUHAMMAD HAIZI BIN ABDUL RAHIM
MUHAMMAD HASBI BIN ZAINAL
MUHAMMAD HEDIR BIN MAT SAID
MUHAMMAD HILMI BIN AHMAD
MUHAMMAD JUFRI BIN JASMANI
MUHAMMAD KAMARUL BIN RUSLY
MUHAMMAD NIZAR BIN JAAFAR
MUHAMMAD RAIHAN BIN RASHID
MUHAMMAD RAIHAN BIN ROSLI
MUHAMMAD SAIFUL BIN RAMDZAN
MUHAMMAD SYAFIQ BIN NASIR
MUHAMMAD ZHAFIR BIN MUHAMMAD NAZAR
MURALI S/O KRISHNASWAMI
NG JIA WEN
NOOR AIZAD BIN NIN ANUAR
NUR IBTISHAM HASBI BIN SAMSUDIN MARICAN
NUR MUHAMMAD FIRDAUS BIN MUHAMMAD ZAKARIA
QAMARUDDIN BIN YUSLI
SHAHRUL AZNI BIN MOHAMAD ALI
SULAIMI BIN SANI
SYED ZHARFAN ALKADRI BIN SYED ALI
TAN DENNISON DESHAUN
TAN JIN FU
TEE WEI MING
WONG JIA LE, CALEB

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (POWER ENGINEERING)

AHMAD AMIRI BIN TUH
ALI HUSSEINI BIN HASNORDIN
ALVIN LEONG WENG FATT
AYYAVU MURUGAN
BHUIYAN MD ANAMUL HOQUE
CHAM YONG WEE
CHAN WEE LIANG
CHONG XIN YONG
CHOWDHURY MD RAHAT
CHUA YUN HONG
DAVID LEE GUAN LIANG
DZUL AZHAR BIN JUMADI
EUGENE KHOO TZE WEI
GOH JIA ZHEN
HE RANXING
HO KIN FATT, DESMOND
HO QI XIONG
HONG CHIN SENG, ALGERNON
HOSSEN NAZMUL
HOU YAJUN
HU MINGJUN
KEE HWA TIONG
KEE YONG XUAN
KINOSHITA KIYOSHI NICKLAUS
LEE CHEE CHOONG
LIANA SHAMIRAH BINTE ABDULLAH
LIU ZHIXING
LOOI JIAHAO
LOOI JIAWEI
LUM WAI KEONG
MAHMUD ALAM
MOHAMAD ZAMRI BIN SAMAT
MOHAMED NOOR AL-JUFFRI BIN JEFFERY
MOHAMMAD ALIFF BIN MOHAMMAD YUSOF
MOHAMMAD ELMI BIN SUKAIMI
MOHAMMAD NURUDDIN BIN ZAHIDI
MOHAMMAD ZULFIQAR BIN ROSLI
MOHAN PRABU
MUHAMAD AIDIL BIN JOHARI
MUHAMAD RIZAL BIN MD DERUS
MUHAMMAD FADHLI BIN JURAIMI
MUHAMMAD FAIRUZ BIN A KARIM
MUHAMMAD HAFIZ BIN MOHAMAD RAFI
MUHAMMAD HAikal BIN AMRAN
MUHAMMAD HAIRUL BIN SAHAR
MUHAMMAD IbraHIM BIN ABDUL RAHIM
MUHAMMAD NAEEM BIN HASMAN
MUHAMMAD RAFI’ SAPUTRA BIN HAZIZAN
MUHAMMAD RAHMAT BIN BASHIR AHMAD
MUHAMMAD RIDZWAN BIN MALIK
MUHAMMAD TAUFIK BIN ARON
NEO LING CHAN
ONG YONG SHAN
POH CHAEN LUNG
RAJA RANJIT SINGH PRETER SINGH
RAMPROSAD SAHA
SEE CHUN CHONG
SHAWN EDWARD S/O STEVEN
SHAWN LEE JIN XI
SIM TIAN HOCK
SOFFIAN BIN MD YUSOF
SUAH JIN POW
TAN EE AUN, ROY
TAN JUNHAO
TAN KIAN KWOK
TAN KOON CHUAN
TAN PENG KIAT
TANG JIT SEON
TEE JINQ KANG
WONG CHIUN LIANG
WONG KEE LONG
YAP HOUE CHUAN
YEW KOK LEONG
YONG SEE SIONG
YUSMAN BIN ABU BAKAR

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (RAPID TRANSIT TECHNOLOGY)

AHMAD IDZHAM BIN JOHARI
ANWARI FAIS SHENOUDA SALUMAT
EDWARD NG
LACHMANAN NAIDU S/O MUTHUKRISHNAN
MOHAMED NAZRI BIN MOHAMED AMID
MOHAMMAD AZLI BIN AHMAD
MUHAMMAD AIZAT TAJUDDIN BIN ROHIZAD
MUHAMMAD FAZLEE BIN JASMINI
MUHAMMAD FILZA IDDI BIN JUMAHAH
MUHAMMAD FIRDUS BIN NOOR HASHIM
MUHAMMAD IMRAN BIN RUSLAN
MUHAMMAD KHAIRUL BIN ISMADI
MUHAMMAD RAZIF BIN RAZALI
MUHAMMAD SAUFI BIN HASHIM
MUHAMMAD SYAHFAWI BIN SAMSURI
MUHAMMAD ZAIDI BIN RAHIM
MUHAMMAD ZULHILMI BIN AB HAMID
RUZAINI BIN RAHMAT
SYED ABDUL RAHMAN BIN ADNAN
ZAIDI BIN RAIMY

DIPLOMA IN INFOCOMM & DIGITAL MEDIA (CYBER SECURITY)

CHAN KUAN SWEE
CHERRIE NAI HWEE XUAN
CHLOE TOH ZI TONG
CHOW KIN HIN
CHRISTOPHER MOHANRAJ THORAISINGAM
DENNIS QUAH YONG HUI
FABIAN LOW JIN GUAN
JUSTIN MATTHIAS S/O MOHAN
KOH KAISHENG
KWEK GUANHUA, BENJAMIN
LEE YEO WO YOONG
LIM HAN LONG
LIM MIN FENG
LUQMAN HAKIM BIN ANUAR
M KALAISELVI
MAHMUD HOSSAIN
MELVIN SILVANUS S/O PETER
MOHAMED ARIFFIN BIN NIJAM
MOHD ZAHAR BIN SALIM
MUHAMMAD AL-ROSHUZAIRI BIN ROSLI
MUHAMMAD AS-SYAAKIR BIN JOHAR
MUHAMMAD RIZWAN BIN AHMAD
NIRMALL S/O RAVICHANDRAN
ONG KAH KEAT
ONG SHI HAO, SEBASTIAN
ONG WEI JIAN
PANG CHONG CHOW
ROSHNI THASVINN DEVI D/O PARKASH SINGH
SHAYNE LIM YU JUN
SIOW WEN XUEN
SNG YI QI
VAN DAMME TEO JIA HAO

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN APPLIED FOOD SCIENCE

ANG WAN QIN CLARA
CHAN YUIT MUN TRICIA
ERNEST TAN SHAO HENG
ESTHER GOH SIEW HWEE
ISABEL LEE KOI WAI
JOANNE LIM
LUO BITING
NATASHA CHAN LEE ANN (CHEN LI’EN)
NG JIA HUI
NG XUE AI CHERYL
NUR AFIQAH BINTE AZMAN
RON YEOH YI XIANG
SHERMAN LIM ZHI HENG
SIM QIE, TAMMY
TAN SIANG LIN JOLENE
WEE CI LONG
WONG WEN YI WINNIE
YONG XIN YEE

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN BUILDING AUTOMATION & SERVICES

BEA PANG CHONG

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

SANDY KOH LI LING

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN POWER SYSTEM ENGINEERING

ABDUL RAZAK BIN ABDUL RAHIM
HO SHURUN
KUEK YONG WAH, GABRIEL
LOH CHEE YEONG
MOHAN BALAJI
TAN CHAO ZHI
ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN PROCESS CONTROL & INSTRUMENTATION

AHMED AKHLAK
EDDY DZULKARNAIN BIN TOBA’AIN
GOVIDASAMY SENTHIL KUMAR
KUGUNTHAN BIN THAMBYDURAI
LEE KAI SWEE
LIEW HON HENG
MIN NYI NYI TUN
MUHAMMAD SHAIRAZI BIN SAID
RAMASAMY PANDIAN KALIRAJ
TAY ZAR LINN
THAWNG ZA HLEI MANG
WONG QUAN’EN
WONG TEIK HUA
YANG MINGHU
YI LUJIAN

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN SPECIALTY CHEMICALS

FATHIN SYHAZWANI BINTE MUHAMMAD THAUFEK
HENG XUAN WEN CHLOE
LIM JIA YI
LIM SZE MENG
LIM YI XUAN KENNETH
NG JUN YU, PETER
YEOH LEE SHI

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN AIR-CONDITIONING & ENERGY SUSTAINABILITY

AHKAR SOE
AUNG MYAT ZAW
BO BO
CHEE BAN CHOON
CHIT KO KO
CHIT MIN THU
CHITRASENAN KALAIYARASAN
CHO SAI YAN
FEBRA HARRY ALIPAO
GUNASEKARAN SENTHIL PANDIAN
HAN LIN SOE
HEIN KO THU
HOSSAIN MOHAMMAD AKRAM
HTET MYAT OO
KAILASAM SURESH
KALAIYARASAN NAIDU RAJINDRAN
KAUNG NYUNT ZAW
KHIN PYAE SONE SOE
KHINE MAR WAI
KONG WOON WAH
KWEH KONG HUEI
KYAW KYAW LWIN
KYAW KYAW SAN
KYAW MYO TUN
KYAW THU YA
LAU KANG WAN
LEK CHOR BOON
LIM BOON WEE, KEVIN
MAUNG MAUNG KYAW KHANT
MAUNG WAI
MAW MAW WIN
MOHD TOHID BIN AB RAHIM
MUHAMMAD FAIZUL KHAIRI BIN AHMAD
MUHAMMAD KHAIR BIN KAMIS
MYAT NOE
MYO KYAW
MYO MYAT MAUNG
NAING SWAM THIHA MIN
NAN THIRI MON
NAY LIN AUNG
NEO CHEE WEE
NG CHEE PANG
NYI NYI AUNG
PHYO SU WAI
RANA MASUD
RENGARAJ PREMKUMAR
SAIF MD AL SHAHDI
SAW THAW THI HTOO
SELLAPPA ASAITHAMBI
SHANMUGAM MAHESH BABU
SIANG YEONG HAU
TAN BOON PING
TAN KAY HENG
TAN YONG SENG
TEE KIM HONG
THAW ZIN HTIKE
THURA
TIN HTAY
TINT NAING TUN
TUN TUN LIN
WIN HLAING MHOON
WIN TUN
WONG TOH YONG
YEE MON SOE
ZHAO HAITAO

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN CLOUD COMPUTING (ARCHITECTURE)

ARKAR HTET
LIM CHEE KONG
MARIMUTHU MANICKAM
MOHAMMAD SAIFWAN BIN KHAIREL BOHARI
MUHAMMAD NOR HAikal BIN DASUKI
NAING WIN
SANABOYINA DURGA PRAMEELA
SANRYANI CAHAYA
SIM CHUNG BOON LARRY
T S MOHAMED WASHEEM
TAN SI HAQ, DESMOND
WIN MAW KON
WONG SENG KWAI PETER
YAO PEIJUN
ZIN MYO TUN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN COSMETIC SCIENCE

ALISHA SORFINA Binte MOhamed SHAH
AMIRAH SYAKIRAH Binte ITHNIN
ANEES BEGAM Binte ABDUL HAMID
CAO YUAN
CHONG WEI LING
CHONG YUIT PING
CHOW MUN YI, AVRIEL
CHUA SHU QUAN
FOO JIA LI
GAN CHEE YONG
GAN HUI LING, GENEVIEVE
GOH CHU YI JESSIE
GREGORY TEH GUOXIONG
GUNJAN MUKERJI
HAH JIA WEN
HO EE NA
JANG HYUNYOUNG
JASMINE KO HUI XUAN
KESTER CHONG
LAI KAM LING
LAU HUI QIN, NICOLE
LIM FUI PING
LOKE LAI CHEONG
MUHAMMAD IZYAN BIN ZAINOL
NEO HUI YI
NG VOON KUNN
NUR SUHADA BINTI OSMAN
NURUL AMIRA BINTI MOHAMAD AZIZ
PANG JING-MEI, ELAINE
PAR MIAN YANG
RACHEL TEOH YUN PEI
REBECCA LIM LI TING
RYAN GOH WEN XUAN
SABRINA ANG QIAN YI
SARAVANAN S/O SINNIAH
SHUNER VILLANUEVA LEONG
SITI ZAKIYAH BINTE MOHD RAZALI
TEE LI CHENG
TEO YUE QI
VALDERAMA JOVELLE
WONG JUN DA

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN CYBER SECURITY

CHUA YI XUAN
LEE JIA LING
MUHAMMAD IQBAL BIN MOHAMED SAID
SIEW JING RUI
WANG XIN TIAN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN CYBER SECURITY MANAGEMENT

AISAKANI
ALEX TAY
ARIVUKKARASU RASU
AUNG KYAW ZIN
CALEB YEE YEW HAN
CHEE WEI JUN
CHUA CHRYSLINE
DANIEL HENG PARK YIANG
FARIDUDEEN BIN ABDUL AZIZ
GOH FANG NI
HEIN NYAN PAING
LEE TEOW HEE
LIM ERN TZE, AMOS
MOHAMAD KHAIRUL BIN WAGIMIN
MOHAMED FAISAL
NG CHONG KEE
NG JUNYI, ROGER
PAKKAM SRIDHARAN JANARDHANAN
PHANG TIONG HOU
RAHIMANSHA BIN HASSAN
RAMACHANDRAN SELVAKUMARAN
RUDOLPH BENJAMIN MAXWELL
SAHAYA AMALI JONE AMALRAJ
SHAHIK TAUFIQUE RAFIQU
TAN HAN YONG
TAN WEI RONG, RYAN
TEO MAY LING
VADAKKETHALA KARUTHEDATHU PARAMBIL RIJO JOSE
WONG WAI LEONG
YEE JIN MIN, JERMAINE

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN DATA PROTECTION & AI GOVERNANCE

ANG HENG YING
CHIN LIN DANIEL WONG
DE SOUZA PHILIP ANTHONY
FOO CHECK SOON
LEE AIJIA SHARON
LEE JIN HAN
LEE MUN FATT DAVID
LIEW MAIN KOOK
LIM HONG LOON
LIN PENG KOK KELVIN
LIU YIMING
MOHAMED RIDUAN BIN MOHAMED SHARIFF
MOHAMMAD HIDAYAT BIN SANI
NG CHEE HENG
ONG LAN KEAM
ONG SOO LIEW
ONG WEI YUAN
POK KWOON YONG
SEW POH CHOO
SOH THIAM SENG
SONG YING
TAN EK HONG
TAN WEE WAN
TANG SHI-MING ROYSTON
WONG KAH WENG
ZHAI CHUYUAN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN DATA SCIENCE (ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE)

ABDUL MALEK BIN RAZALI
ADELYN WAN KE XUAN
AHMAD AFFANDI BIN ABDUL RAHMAN
BERNICE LIM FANG YUAN
CHAN WAI YEW BRIAN
CHAN WEN LE
CHELLIJA ROSI
CHEN SHAOJIE
CHOO SHING SHEN
CHOO YIH JOO
CHUA KIAN BENG
CHUE CHUAN YI
CRISPAN CHUA ZI JIE
EMILY PHANG SHI HUI
FU SONGJIA
GANAPATHY RAJASEGER
GAY WEI ZHUANG
GILBERT KWEK CHANG RUN
GIT YAN LOKE
GOH CHING SIANG, JANICE
GOH JIN LONG ABDILLAH
GOH QING SHENG
GOH YIH XUN
GUO CAILEI
HARIRARAAN MALIKAFFURE PM
HO JIAN HIAN
IRIS YEO PUAY HWA
JEGADEESH S/O RAJENDRAN
JERMAINE BOOI YONGXUAN
KAMI CHEUNG
KAY THI NWE
KENDRIC TOH JIM YIN
KOH CHAI HAY
KOH CHIEN SHEN
KOLMAKOV ANATOLI
KWAN CHI KEONG
LAM TO FAI
LEE SEE CHENG
LEE WEI CHIN
LI HANWEN MARCUS
LIM FANG TING
LIU PAN
LLEWELYN LIM YU MING
LOO CHUN CHENG
LOUIS CHEW YI JIE
LU WEIXIONG
MAK SIN YI
MARK CHEONG BING ZHI
MOHAMED IBRAHIM MOHAMED ILYAS
MOHANAVELU BU VANESHWARAN
NALAKA BUDDIKA WARNAKULA
NEO CHEE YONG
NG HUI SHAN
NICKSON TAN YONG SIANG
NUR FADILAH Binte JAMALUDIN
PANDIYAN VINO THKUMAR
PANG CHEE HWA
RUBENNA DEVI
SAK QI YAO
SANDAR AUNG
SENTHIL KUMAR
SHAO YUPENG
SOMARAJAN SUNIL KUMAR
SUSSAINATHAN HENRY JOHNSON
TAN POH KIAT
TAN WAN TENG
TAN WHEE MIN
TONG QI WEI
VINCENT ONG WEI JIE
WONG MING TSE
WONG YONG CHIN
YAP XIN YIN
YONG KUM YUEN
ZHANG TAO

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN DATA SCIENCE (DATA ANALYTICS)

AMAR RAJ CHANDIRAM
ANG YOONG JIN
BOK ZHUANGJIE, DALTON
PHUA YI HAO, ALLAN
PURANADHARSHINI D/O P PILLAI
SAN SUET KEI
SIM MUI KIAN
SOH WAY YEE ESTHER
SU JIE
SU YONGXIANG
SUEY KOK HUA
SUGUMARAN ABILASHA
TAN HUI LING
TAN HUI PING, ANDREA
TAN SHI YING, FELICIA
TAN XIN YI, JASLYN
TING AIK LEONG
TING LEE YEN
TONY DAVID CIANG
WEE KAR GHEE
WIN THANDAR
WONG XIN PEI
WOON SIEW HUA
YAP HON KEE, KENNY
YAP WILLIAM
YEE CHUN ING
YIM QIANG MEI
ZAINUDDIN BIN ZAKARIA
ZANG XILONG
ZU YAN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN DATA SCIENCE (PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS)

ANG YUEMIN
CAI JIARONG
CHAN YUEN CHEONG
CHERYL CHNG XIU WEI
CHU JIA SING
FOO YONG WEE DARREN
GAY WEI TING
GOH YAO MING
JESSICA GOH WANG GEK
KHIN WIN THET
LEE PUI TING
LEONG SHEN SI
LIM KAR WEI, KENNY
LIM YING HONG CLARA
LOH JING YI
MELLY RAHARDJA
MUHAMMAD HIRSYAM BIN JAMALI
MUHAMMAD IZZAT BIN IDERIS
NG AITING
NG BAO YI
PHAY WAN YU GRACE
QIN YIXI
RAJVEEN DALJEET KAUR
SITI AMINAH BINTE ABDUL KARIM
SITI NASUHA BINTE ABDUL KARIM
SOON HUI XIN DOMINIQUE
TAN MEIN JIN
TENG YUE KAI AUSTEN
TEO GEOK MUI
YEO YONG KIAT
SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN DATA SCIENCE (VISION & LANGUAGE ANALYTICS)

ANG YANG CHONG
CHAN KOK HONG
CHING CHIN HUAT
CHING WAI MAN RATSEY
CHUA CHEN YI
COELHO LAWRENCE CAJETAN
GAYATRI D/O ARUCHUNAN
JUSTIN SOH BENG GUAN
KATHLEEN KOH GAIK SIM
LEE SIN FOOK
LIM LEE CHUAN
LIU KIM HOCK
NG JUN HENG DEREK
NG SWEE MOI
NING SI RUI
QUAH BOON TIAT
SAMUEL WONG YE SHEN
SHERMIN HO
SIA JASON
SUAH YONG YI
TSAI KOH TZAN
WONG MENG KEONG, ALAN
WONG QI YUAN, JEFFREY
WOO FOOK CHEONG
YEO KANG ROU, CORAL
YIP BAO CHUNG

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY & MANAGEMENT

AU CHIH SENG
KWEK JIN RONG
KWOK TUCK KWONG ROGER
LIEW YICK THONG
LIM CHONG LIN
NAING AUNG
PETER CHANG @ MAUNG MAUNG ZAW MIN
YANG CHEE CHUNG
YEE TZE MIN, BENJAMIN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPMENT

ANG TUNG SHEN
CHANG SAU KHENG
HO YAN YI
JEREMY LONG SHI WEI
JOAN JUNSAY OLAVARIO
KHOR YONG HENG
LEE KHAI CHUEN
LEW CHONG WEI
LIM JUNYONG
LIM LEE HENG
MUHAMMAD TAUFIQ BIN AHMAD
NG WEE SENG
NG YEW CHONG
NUR NASUHA BINTE SELAMAT
ONG PENG HOE
ONG QIAN HUI MICHELLE
RAJAVEL LEKHA
ROSANA JOAN OPERIA
SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN MICROBIOLOGY

ADELINE OH JUN WEI
AISHA BEEVE D/O MUHAMED RASHID
AISHAH ATIKAH BINTE MOHD YUSRI REKI
ERMA NUR AZURA BINTE ABDULLAH SHAFI’E
HANG TUAH BIN ABD RAHMAN
HERNY HARYANIE KHAN BINTE GHAZALI
KAHYISAH BINTE HASHIM
KOH EU FEI
LEE JUN
LEONG SIEW WAH
LIM EU GENE
NICOLA TAN YEN MIN
NUR AMIRAH BINTE YAHYA
NUR FARHANAH BINTE ABDUL JALIL
NUR INSYIRAH BINTI AMRAN
NUR TIARA KENCHANA BINTE SURYAKENCHANA
NURHANISAH BINTE MUHAMMAD SUANDI
NURUL NISHA BINTE SURANEE
QUEK YUN YING
R KRITHIGA
SEAH ZHI QI KIMBERLY ANNE
SHAMANA PRIYA D/O GOPALAKRISHNA
SITI DAYANA BINTE GAZALI
TAN HWEI WEI
TOH LEE LEE
TOH TZYY CHYI
YANG YING
ZHANG YIHUI

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN NUTRITION & EXERCISE SCIENCE

ANG THIAM HENG
APTE KRUTA
CHARMAINE ANG JIA MIN
CHEE MINLIAN, LEANDRA
CHOO YAN CHER
CHRISTOPHER FREDERICK CHONG
CHUA LAY HOON, EILEEN
EDDY NG KIM YIONG
ER CHENG HUAT
FREDDIE ALOYSIUS LOW SU KWANG
GLADYS CHAN JIALI
GOH SHENG THO
GOH TONG SENG
HO HUI YING
KONG SIN YI JANICE
LEE JINGPEI
LIAW YIT LAN
LIM JEN YEW
LIM JUN YAN
LIM THOW HWEE
LOKE PARC SEN
LOW WAI YIN
LU HUI
MAITRI LAU CHOON KUAN
MATTHEW LEU
NG JIE JING
NUR IMTIAAZ BINTE MOHAMMAD RIZAL
RICHARD LOH YEOW WEE
SHEOKAND MEENA @ FOGAT MEENA
SOO KIM LENG
TAN WEE SEING
V S SUGUNA
VINCENT WONG KWOK HUEI
WAN MEIQI, ANNIE
WANG WEICONG DARRYL
WANG ZHIHUI
YADANA ZAYYAR
YEO KOK TONG

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN OPERATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CYBERSECURITY (INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS)

ABDUL NAEEM BIN ABDUL LATIFF
ANG GUAN KANG
CHAN WILSON
CHEE BOA HAO CUTHBERT
CHOONG FUMIN
LOH LEE WEN
MAK HONG SEN
SU MYAT MO MO
WEE TIAN SIONG

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN POWER SYSTEM PLANNING, OPERATION & PROTECTION

ANNAMALAI CHITRARASU
FU YOUWEI
HTIKE HTIKE LINN
WONG CHOON WAH
YE TUN HAN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN ROBOTICS & AUTOMATION (ADVANCED ROBOTICS APPLICATION)

CHINNAIAH ALAGARSAMY
CHUA YEE TAT
DEENADAYALAN SIVASANKARAN
IVAN LAM SHENG RUI
KADAY ZAW
LEE PING WAI
SAW HUI MIN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN ROBOTICS & AUTOMATION (SMART INTELLIGENCE)

AUNG KYAW MYINT
CIN HAU MUNG
HERRY SUNALY
HLAING MOE TUN
DIPLOMA (CONVERSION) IN COMPUTER NETWORKING

ANG LEE THYE
CHEW ZHI HUI
GOPAL CHAKRAVARTHY
HE JUNXUAN
HOO JUN HAO
J MUBARAK ALI
KWEK JUN LIANG, NIGEL
LEONG YEE WAH
NG KAR VENG
NISHAND S/O RAJENDRAN
NOOR SHAFIQ BIN JALAL
RAASHIDAH RAIHANAH D/O JAHABAR ALI
RAHMAN MUSTAFIZUR
TAN KIAN HAN
WAQAS MUHAMMAD

DIPLOMA (CONVERSION) IN WEB & PROGRAMMING

ANG JIAN WEI
ANG JUN RONG, NELSON
CHAN KUN WENG
CHUA LI JIAO, LINNET
CHUI VAN YONG
GOH GEOK KOON
JACQUELINE XU SIMIN
KOH WEI YEE
KOK MUN JIAN
LIM XIU YI CHRISTY
MOK WING CHEW
OH CHIU HSIA, PHOEBE
ONG KOK PIN
SAW MOE WINT AUNG
SITI AISYAH BINTE NORDIN
SOH WEN HAN
SRIVIDYA THANIKACHALAM
SUFAIZAH BINTE HAJI MD MANSOR
TEO WEE MENG, HENRY
THERESE VALERIANA DAVID SELVARAJ MOSES
WINA NUR RANIAH SUJADI
WONG CHIN YONG
YE O HUI QIN
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (COMPUTER NETWORK & SYSTEMS)
CHEN SUET SIN SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (CONTROL AND AUTOMATION)
SUN XIN SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY)
JUDE TAN POH SUN SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

DIPLOMA IN ENGINEERING (POWER ENGINEERING)
HONG CHIN SENG, ALGERNON SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

DIPLOMA IN InfoCOMM & DIGITAL MEDIA (CYBER SECURITY)
CHAN KUAN SWEE SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN COSMETIC SCIENCE
NG VOON KUNN THE COSMETIC, TOILETRY AND FRAGRANCE ASSOCIATION (SINGAPORE) GOLD MEDAL

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN NUTRITION & EXERCISE SCIENCE
MAITRI LAU CHOON KUAN KDY HOLDINGS AWARD
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DIPLOMA IN BORDER & SECURITY MANAGEMENT

LIM BOON YENG
MOHAMMED IZWAN BIN IBRAHIM
MUHAMMAD AMSYAR BIN MOHAMMED MOKTAR
MUHAMMAD AZHAR BIN MOHD YUNUS
PRANAV AKSHAY KUMAR MEHTA

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS PRACTICE (ACCOUNTING)

ABDUL MATIN BIN MOHD. ALI
AFROZA NURISKA CAHYANI BINTE NORISAM
ANG PEI YING KAREN
ANGIE NG WEN TING
AVEA SEOW WEI
CHIN JIA MIN JOSEPHINE
GLENNDON GANESON
GOH HUI TING
GRACE LIM HUI PEEN
HAZIQ IZZUDDIN MUHAMMAD AMIN
J DHACHAYANI
JASMINE D/O MOHAMAD ALI
KOH GEK HONG
LOH HUI PING
MOHAMAD DANIAL BIN ABDUL RAZAK
MOHAMED AMRAN BIN NOORHALAM
MUHAMMAD DAANISH BIN MOHD IBRAHIM
NG HUI WEN MIYUKI
NG JIN TAO
NUR FARAH BINTE SALLEHIN
NUR NADYRAH BINTE MOHAMED OSMAN
NURUL HASANAH BINTE MOHD KHAMALUDIN
SERIWAHYUNI BINTE ABDUL GHANI
TAN SIEW CHOO
TEO LI QIN
VALERIE EMMANUELLE RAMANEE
WONG JUN KIET

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS PRACTICE (BUSINESS MANAGEMENT)

ALICIA CHUA YUN SHIAUN
AMANDA CHUA YUN MIN
CHAN BO CONG
CHAN TECK HENG
CHANG JIA JIA
CHEN DONGYUAN
CHUA HWEE CHIN
CHUA REI CHEL
DHURGADHARSHMI D/O BHASKARAN
DIAN NUR’SYAZLYNN BINTE JAILANI
EDLYNN MARILNA BTE HAMZAH
EMILY LAU SHU XIAN
FARAZIAN ANTASHA BINTE ABDUL RASHID
INTAN RAIHANNA BINTE YUSOF
KOH SHEN JEAN
KU WAN JING
LEE HUI LAN
LEE PEI Qi
LIANG XIAOXUAN, JERALYN
LIM GUAT TIN JOANNA
LIM MEI MEI, LILIAN
LIM NICHOLAS
LIM WEI ZHEN
LOH ZHEE YIN VERNON
LOW WEI CHIANG
LYNN KOH GEOK TING
MAVIS GOH YENG YENG
MAZ NAMIRA BINTE KAMARUDDIN
MOHAMED SHAHIFQ BIN MOHAMED SHADIQ
MUHAMMAD BIN FAHMI OMAR BAGOSHER
MUHAMMAD FAISAL BIN MOHD ISA
MUHAMMAD IKMAL BIN OTHMAN
MUHAMMAD RIZWAN BIN MA'AMIN
NABILAH BINTE ZUMAHAR
NADIAH BINTE ABDUL RAZAK
NANI FITRIANI BINTE LUKMAN ZAKARIA
NATASHA MUDRIK NG CHRISTOPHER
NG WAN CHIEN (HUANG WANJUAN)
NG WENTING
NISA NAZURA BINTE RAMZAN
NOELLE NG WAN JING
NORMI UMAIZA SUMARIAH
NUR ALIFAH BINTE MAHADI
NUR AMALIA BINTE YUSUFF
NUR ARYANI BINTE ISMAIL
NUR AS'ZYYA BINTI AS'AD
NUR ATIQAH BINTE AZHAR
NUR ELYSHA IRNAWATY BTE OSMAN
NUR QURRATU AINI BINTE PARLAN
NUR SABRINA AYUMI BINTE MOHAMED SUHAIMI
NUR SUHADA BINTE HAMIDON
NUR SULIANA BINTE MASWAN
NUR SYAHIRA ANEEZA BINTE MOHAMAD JUMA'AT
NUR AZLIN BINTE AZIN
NURUL AT'THAHIRAH BINTE ISMANTO
NURUL NABILAH BINTE ABDULLAH
NURZIANA BINTE SAINI
ONG JIA HAO LAVIS
ONG POH HONG
PREMELA D/O CHANDRASAKRAN
PUJA PANDEY
QISTINA LEE
QUEK LI XUAN
RABIA'HULTULWAHIDAH BINTE MAZLAN
RAMIZAH BINTE RAHMAT
ROSLYANA BINTE MAT ROSDI
SABRIENA HAZZIQA BINTE AZMAN
SHAZNAY KAYLIF D/O MOHAMED ANWAR
SIM ZHI WEI IAN
SITI AMINAH BINTE SABTU
SITI KAMISAH BINTE MADON
SITI NUR AFIQAH BINTE HAMIM
SITI NURHJANAH BINTE SAHED
SITI NURNILAM SARI BINTE MOHAMED NOOR
SOH SING WEE EDWARD
SOPHIA OWE JIA LI
SUDIANA BINTE ARIFFIN TENG
SYAIRAH BINTE ABU BAKAR
TAN PEI LING
TAN SU MIN, EMILY
TANG SEOW LI
TAY SIEW YAN
UMI KHADIAH BINTE ABDUL MANAN
VASANTHI D/O VERAYAH
YEONG JIA HUI
YOGASWARY D/O KITNA
YONG YUN MEI (HONG YUNMEI)

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS PRACTICE (HUMAN CAPITAL)

AW XUE TING DOREEN
BAY WEIQIANG
BENJAMIN CHIAU JUN WEI
CLARA KOO RI TING
DIAN FAIQAH BINTE YUNUS
HUANG CIBAO, ALAN
JASLYN YEO KAR KEE
JURIAH BINTE JAHAYA
KOH TING YUAN
LEE HUI ZHEN
LIEW SEET LING, JESLINE
LIM BOON HENG
LIM YEN SHIANG
LIM YU TING, SANDY
LOO ZI YING CYNTHIA
LOW YAO CONG
LUA BOON CHONG
NADHRAH BINTE JUNAIDI
NG ZI YUAN
NICHOLAS CHIN WEIJIE
NOORNASEEHAA BINTE ABULHASAN
NOORUL AIN
NUR ANTHAS’SHA BINTE RAMLAN
NUR AQIFAH BINTE AZMI
NUR SUAIDAH BINTE SUMAIRI
NURAMEERA BINTE HARON
NURIN ‘IZZATI BINTE HASRON
SEOW BOON YEE CINDY
SHARMAYNE HUMAIIRA SHAZRAINIE BINTE ZURAINIE
SITI AMANDA BINTE FAUZI
SITI HABIBAH BINTE SENIN
SITI NORAISHAH BINTE MOHAMED IDROS
SITI NUR LIYANA BINTE MOHD FAZLI
SUMITARA KHOO SU MIN
TAN HUI MIN
WONG YILING

DIPLOMA IN DESIGN (INTERIOR DESIGN)

ANG MING KIAT
BRENDAN SIM JIA WEN
BRYNNER CHENG JUI PENG
CHAN HSIAO HUI
CHIU ZI JUN
CHONG LI JUN
CHOO EN XIAN AUDREE
CHUA YUANCHUN
DIAM KHAIMINSA BINTE MOHD KAMIL
HUANG ZIXIN
HUZAIRI BIN KASSIM
KOK CHUN CHIEH SAMUEL
LIAU LE JING
LIM MEI JUN CHARLENE
TAN KIEW WONG
WEE VALENCIA
WONG SIN YING
YAP KOK CHONG, ROGER

DIPLOMA IN DESIGN (VISUAL COMMUNICATION)

AMITA AGRAWAL
ASTERIA OH BINTE MUHAMMAD ERIQ OH @ SEFRINA
BRENDEN QUEK CHING HUNG
CHINTIA DEBBY
EUGENA LEE HONG SUAN
FOO TZE KAI
GOH YAN TING
ISABEL GOH YU XIN
JEREMY NG GUO MING
JULIANA BINTE JUMARI
KHOOS LEANNE
KONG SIEW HUEY
LAI HUI LING
LIM WEN XIN
MARY TEO CHUANG JOO
MAS 'AYUNI BINTE ISMAIL
MOHAMMAD ASYRAF BIN ABDUL MUTHALIB
MOHAMMED SOEFIAN BIN SURADI
MUHAMMAD ALFAHRY BIN AHMAD FARUZI
MUHAMMAD NUR ADIKA BIN YUSUFF
MUHAMMAD SUFI BIN JUPRI
NADIRAH BINTE ABDUL RAHIM
NATALIE ALLISON WILLIAM
NAVIN KUMARAN S/O VIJAYANDHRAN
NUR ATHIRAH BINTE KAMAL
PAIK SU LING
PRICILIA LIANI
SAHIRA AFIQAH BINTE SHAHRIN
SHEENA CHEN
SITI SUHAILA BINTE SALLEH
TAN CHEORK YING, AMIKI
WONG SHIN HUI
YAO QIANWEN

DIPLOMA IN QUANTITY SURVEYING (MEASUREMENT & CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION)

LIEW JIN CHIAT
MUHAMMAD TASHDIQ BIN HASHIM
NG HUI CHUAN DAVID
NUR ALIFAH ILYANA BINTE SAIRUL HAFIZ
NUR ATIQAH BINTE SHAHROM
TEO CHIA YING
TEO ENG SOON
UMA D/O DENA DAYALAN
VALLAMSETTI VENKATA GRUHA LAKSHMI
ZHENG HUIQING
ZHUANG PENGFEI
SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN APPLIED DRAMA & PSYCHOLOGY

ANTHONY YEO LAI SOON
AWYONG PUAY SUN
CATHERINE LEE WAI YEE
CHANG HUEY YIN
HENG JIA MIN
NASRIN SHAH BEEVI D/O MEERASA
PENNY HO SUI MING
RAJENDRAN S/O K SETHURAJ
TOH XIN YEE
YANG TOW DAVID TAN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING MANAGEMENT

AHMAD ZAAKIR BIN SUHARTONO
AKARI MAUNG
ARUMUGAM VEERASEKARAN
AUNG MIN THU
AYE MOE SAN
AYE MYA MON
AYE MYAT MON
BHONE SWE MYINT AUNG
CHAW MA MA MYO SU
CHAW THET MON WIN
CHEN LUIJE, DENISE
CHIAM MIA HUANG
CHO THE NAING SOE
CHUA CELYNN
EAINTE EAINT THU
EI YADANAR SOE
EI YEE MON MYINT
ESRIPA BT RAPIHE
HAIRANI BINTE ARIFF
HLAING MYO AUNG
HNIN EI EI KHAING
HNIN NWE OO
HONEY
HTAY HTAY
HTET PYAE ZAW
HTET YEE WIN
HTIN LIN
JULY MYO MYO
KAY THI MAUNG
KHAING KHAING NYEIN
KHAING PHOO WAI
KHAING PHYU SIN
KHIN AKKAR
KHIN CHO HTAY
KHIN LA WAR MYINT
KHIN NYEIN NYEIN SAN
KHIN SHWE YEE LATT
KHIN THANDAR HLAING
KHIN THU THU AUNG
KHIN YADANAR WIN
KHINE KHIN OO
KHINE KHINE MAW
KOH YAN CHENG
KOH YOUNG PENG
LIM SHAU CHIN
LIM SHYE YI
LIN THIHA TUN
MAY EI MON WIN
SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN COACHING, GUIDANCE & FACILITATION SKILLS

CHOW FARN-HUAN
GUNJAN AGARWAL
KAMAL SINGHAL
KAVITA THAPAR
KHAN MOUMITA
KHALUN SAHINA
LIAN ROK WAH
POONAM VASHIST
PRATIMA SINGH
REKHA GUPTA
SAPNA VIJAY SHARMA
SHUBHRA AGRAWAL
SINHA NEETU
SUREKHA GUPTA
TAN LING YAN
THAKUR SUSHMA
VIJAY LAKSHMI RAO

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN DIGITAL CONTENT MARKETING

HAN XIN EE KRystal
JOSEPH TONG WEI QIANG
LEE SI LEI
NUR SARA IMAN PUTRI ABU MARHALIM
RAYMOND LAY ZONG LIN
TAN YAN RU CARISSA

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN DIGITAL MARKETING & ANALYTICS

ANANDA ADISURYA
ANIL SHEOKAND
CHAI MENG FEI
CHAN YUET MUN
CHEW WEE HONG
CHOW ZHIHAO ANGUS
DAMIA MARSHA BINTI MOHAMAD AZHAR
GOH SZE-CHING
LAU MEI YI
LEE CHUNG WEI
LEE SU HUI, LILLIAN
LEO KOK ENG
LIANG ZHIHAO
LOUIS NG CHUAN JUN
NG CHEE WAI, MELVIN
NG HING LUNG
NUR RASYIDAH BINTE LAN
NURJANNAH BINTI ABDUL JALIL
NURUL SHANEEZA BINTI ADNAN
NYEIN CHAN OO
ONG WEE KOK
SABRINA PAN POYING
SAW LI HUI
SOH HE QIN
TAN YI WEN, DENISE
TEO YING YING
TOH SIEW THENG
ZHUO BAOXIAN

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN ENHANCED HUMAN RESOURCE SKILLS

AMSAVALLI D/O VEERAPPAN
ANGELINE ONG PEI PEI
CHEW CHIEW HIONG
CHIA LAI PENG, STELLA
CHONG SHI LING, MICHELLE
CHONG SI YING
CLEON CHANG
EDMUND TAI WOON HAN
EE DA WEI
EMILY TAY
ERNI NORLIANA BINTE SELLAMAT
GOH HWEE PING
GOMATHI D/O KRISHNAN
HO YONGKANG
HUANG LIMEI
JOVEIS QUEK HON TIONG
JULIETTE CHIA CHERN NEE JENNIE
KHIN THIDAR KO
LEE MAY KUEN
LIEW CHIA WEI
LIM BEE NA
LIM XUAN LENG
LINDA MOHD ARIFIN
LOH SIEW KIM
LOO ZI XUAN
MADELAH RAJ ASOKARAJ
NANDANI
NG LAY PING
NG TIAO KIEN
NORFAZILA BINTE ABDUL RAHMAN
NUR-ADUNA BINTE MOHAMED RASHID
NURJEHAN BINTE IDRIS
PANG KAI HIN
POH CHIOH KEE
PUA YAN TING DENISE
SANDRA SOH GEOK SIAN
SAW BEE CHOO MINDY
SAW SIEW CHER
SITI ZAINAH BINTI SAMSUDIN
SOPHIA LIM ZHI QI
SUMATHI D/O SNNADORAI
TAN HUI FANG, EILEEN
TAN MING GUAT
TAN PECK YING, ADELINE
TAN SOK HOON
TAY JOO KOON
TEY SHIEN LI
THAILAMEI D/O KATHIAPPA
THISHALINI D/O SANDAKUMAR
TOH HUI LING
TONG YHEE HANG
TOW SZE YUEN
WAHIDAH BINTE ABDUL WAHAB
WONG KAH HEE
WONG LOK HONG

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN IMMERSIVE SIMULATION (AR/VR)

CHAN YAT MUJ
NG CHEE KONG SAMUEL
NG WEI LUN
NIRUBHAMA MEDHA VENKATAKALAM
TAN THIAM SIEW
TANG MING HONG, CYRIL

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN MARITIME SUPERINTENDENCY

ABDUL RAHMAN ZAHEER ABBAS
CHAKARAPANI VELAVAN
EOON THIAN SENG
HAMKAH BIN MOHAMED SAID
JAVEED SHAH HALITH
JUNE LIM MAY LING
SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN MOTION GRAPHICS DESIGN

CHEW MEI QI, ISALYN
GOH ZIYI
HOON JIE XIN
HTOI SHAWNG
JEANETTE YIP SAN MAY
KWEK WEI HAN
LAWRENCE HOO KAI
LEE SIW FUNG
LEONG JIN PENG, SPENCER
LEONG PENG KWAI
LIM SEOW YEN
LIM SIW PING
LOW JIANLIN
NOR AZMAN BIN NAHAR AZMI
NURLIZA BINTE HASHIM
SOH LI TING
SU TIAN, AMELIA
TAN PEI YONG
TENG XIANG YI ALEXZANDREA
TUN TUN KYAW
VANESSA
WONG SOOK PEI
WONG TSYZ MAW
YANG XIQING LENIS

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN PORT MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS

CHRISTOPHER BENEDICT CHARLIE
FAZLEY BIN JUFRI
LUQMAN NUR HAKIM BIN RHAIMIE
MOHAMMED SHAIFUL NIZAM BIN MOHAMED ALI
MUHAMMAD HAIFIZ SHAH BIN ISMAIL
SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING & TECHNOLOGY

ASYAHRAHYU BINTE HAFILAH
ANEES FATHIMAH BIN MOHAMED ABDULLAH
ASMA SIDDIQAH
CHAN CHEE SIONG
CHAN POH YIT
CHEE WEI MING
CHEOK BEE YEA
CHEW MEI HUNG
CHIA ZHENG DA
CHIN BEE LAY
CHUA SEOW WOO EDMUND
JOLINE TAY HUI YUN
JULIA NAUNG NAUNG
LAI POH CHUN
LEONG LI JEN
LI KUNQUAN
LIM HWEE CHING
LIM KAI JHO
LOO YEE LAN
LOW WEE SHUO
NUR HANIQ SYAQILA BTE ASARI
NWAY NWAY AUNG
ONG SHI HAN, ELIORA
SIOW YUN JING
SU PYAE SONE
TAI DUOT PENG
TAN YI YUN ELICIA
THIRI KAY THWE
WANG RUI
WISANTO TANUDJAJA
WONG PEY LING
YE MON NAING
YIN MAY NYEIN
ZHANG LICHAO
ZHOU MANHUA

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN TECHNOLOGY, INNOVATION & ANALYTICS FOR FINANCIAL SECTOR PROFESSIONALS

ANDY TAN YONG KHUAN
LEONG LI ZHI, JON
MORENO KATHERINE MAY MORELOS
WANG RUI-CHENG, DEXTER

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN USER EXPERIENCE & DIGITAL PRODUCT DESIGN

ATIKA ALISA BINTE MAHAT
CHE HING PONG
CHEE HUI WEN
CHOW WONG CHONG
CHUA GEOK PENG
CHUA JIA YI VALERIE
CLARIE CHUA YING XUE
GOH PEI SHAN JINGLE
HONG ZHI WEI
JACELYN TAN  
JANICE ESTHER POH SEE LING  
JOLIN TOH YIN QI  
KAN RONG HAN  
KELLY LUM KAI LI  
KOH JIA LIN  
LEE ZHI HAO  
LIM YONG JIE, RYAN  
MUHAMMAD FAIZAL BIN MASJUDI  
MUHAMMAD NOOR IRFAN BIN AHMAD SHAHROM  
NOORIDAHYU BINTE MOHD TAHIR  
NUR KHALIDA BINTO MOHAMED SANI  
ONG CHIN KEONG  
PAMELA WEE LI YI  
POH ZHI NAN  
PRISCILLA LAM TSZ WAN  
QUE ZHI WEI, THERESA  
TAN CHEE WEI  
TAN YOU ZAI  
TIMOTHY CHAN GUO LIANG  
ZULHAIRI BIN ZAINAL

**SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN WORKPLACE & CAREER COUNSELLING**

CHAN YEW HONG KEVIN  
CHEN SIAW HWEI  
ERVIN QUEK JING YI  
GIBSON THAM LIANG TUAN  
GOH ZHI PENG  
JULIE TAN WEE CHOO  
LAU BEE PING, VICY  
NAKAGAWA YOKO  
NG KOK HONG  
NIKKI LOW YU LI  
OON CHRISTINA  
QUEK SHI HOU  
SAMANTHA LEE ZHEN YING  
SEAH TONG HENG  
SYLVESTER ONG WOEN TAQ  
TAN LAI HENG, KELVIN  
TAN LAY CHENG  
TAN YI LU  
YANG YAXIU  
YEO CHU YING SAMANTHA

**DIPLOMA (CONVERSION) IN DIGITAL MARKETING & COMMUNICATION**

AISYAH ADILAH BINTE KHAIRUDIN  
FAN JIA HUI  
GRACE GOH SIEW LIEN  
KWONG JIE HUI, MELVIN  
LAU ZHANG XIAN  
LIM WEE WU  
MUHAMMAD HAFIQ BIN AHMADKALIL  
PUVANE SHARVINDHINI D/O GANASH  
SHARENE LIM MEI TJEN  
SITI NADHIRAH BINTO SELAMAT  
SOW WAI YIAN  
T BLESSING SHAMINI  
TAN BEE LENG  
YEO JIA XUAN, DANIELLE
DIPLOMA (CONVERSION) IN MARITIME BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

AHMAD SAUFI BIN SHAU KAT ALI
ANG SHERLI
ARAFAT ZULHAQQIM BIN KAMARUZAMAN
CASTILLO MARIO ANTIPODRA
CHANDRASEKARAN S/O K AYYAPAN
CHO KWANGMIN
D KARTHIKEYAN
DANIEL JACOBUS
EVAN CHANG ZHEN HONG
G TAMIL SELVI
GOH CHUN TECK
HANIM BINTE ARIF
HEAMANTH NAGARAJAN
HENNY
HERBST ELMIGA
HUANG HUI
JAYMAFE MEDALLE ANTONIO
LAY JIEXIN, JESSICA
LEE MUI HONG
MAGDALENE TAN CHING CHING
RAYMOND PEREIRA
RAYNE TANG
RITZNI NASHRIN BIN KIRSAN
RUDY FEROZ BIN DAUD WYSE
SEE XIAO XUAN
VIKNESH S/O NARAYANAN
YANG ZHAOWEI, DESMOND
YOH JOHNSON
YOO JUNGSIL
YULIYA ER HSIN NIH
ZHAO YUE

DIPLOMA (CONVERSION) IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT & INNOVATION

ARTHANARI RAMESH
AUNG KO HTET
BHAMA D/O SUPPRAMANIAN
CHEN MICHELLE QUEIFEN
JEGTHESWAREN S/O SUTARSAN
LAM SUI YING
LEE SEE HUI
LIM GAY KWANG
LOW YOKE MOI
LUI SHIH HOON
NG JIE LIN, JADELYN
ONG LIM THAM
PINE MON OO
PRISCILLA RAJA LECTHIMI D/O SILVARAS
RAMESH RAO A/L ATHMARAO
SITI JULIHANIZA BINTE MOHAMED YASIN
SITI YASNIRA BINTE JOHAN
SOO BEE BEE
TAN GEH TING
TAY GUET SIEW
TEO JIA MING
THEN WANG LING
USON SHERWIN JESVERL VALDEZ
VIRAINIA THIN
XING XINYU
YASMIN BASRIAH D/O AMANULLAH
AWARD WINNERS

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS PRACTICE (ACCOUNTING)

KOH GEK HONG SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS PRACTICE (BUSINESS MANAGEMENT)

ALICIA CHUA YUN SHIAUN SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS PRACTICE (HUMAN CAPITAL)

NICHOLAS CHIN WEIJIE SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

DIPLOMA IN DESIGN (VISUAL COMMUNICATION)

CHINTIA DEBBY SP PACE ACADEMY AWARD

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN MARITIME SUPERINTENDENCY

JAVEED SHAH HALITH UNIMEX GOLD MEDAL

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN PORT MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS

MUHAMMAD HAFIZ SHAH BIN ISMAIL PSA CORPORATION GOLD MEDAL

SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING & TECHNOLOGY

CHAN CHEE SIONG ACCA MERIT AWARD

DIPLOMA (CONVERSION) IN MARITIME BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

HENNY VANTAGE SHIPBROKERS GOLD MEDAL